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This thesis considered the ootential benefits of e~nloyin~ linear 
nro~rammi~~ in cheese manufacturing olant as a decision tool for man-
agement. Its notential has been enhanced bv the recent approval of 
acid oran~e 12 as a chemical for testing the nercent protein in milk; 
therefore , a nr actical test is now available for monitoring protein as 
well as milk fat in milk manufacturing and fluid milk plants . 
Seven models , each one differing only in the milk fat and orotein 
percentages or means of standardizinp the cheese milk , were manioulated 
individually and simultaneously to test the manager ial benefits of 
linear programming under various plant and market conditions. Fach 
model consisted of five cheese activities or variables , two butter ac-
tivities, three powder activities, and a selling activity for each 
nroduct nroduced . 
The maximum orice that could be naia the farm nroducer per hundreri-
wei~ht of milk and the mi nimum wholesale orice oer pound of manufactured 
nroduct , to cover variable costs were determined for each variety of 
cheeae and composit ion of mi lk. 
l r 
ix 
7nere ·~as a cie;'ini t.e int.eract.ion between eacn of the activities. 
~n~s causea the cos~ to nroduce a pound of cneese to vary according to 
t.ne alternative uses for milk, cream, ski~,ilk, and whey, 
,J,ocn the simulated plant was beinl' utilized at or near full capacity 
and the cheese milk was standardized with non fat dry milk powder , total 
cheese yield increased as did tot.al profits , Wnen the plant was not 
beinl' utilize to :ull capacity, profits were hi~ner by not standardi-
(108 pages) 
I:.nC~UCTIOc: 
•n,1:; thesis is a preliminary study of the ,.,otential benefits of 
cmnloyin~ lLnear prQRrammin~ in cheese manufacturing plants . Llnear 
pro~amming has been used extensively in recent year s as a management 
•ool for allocatior. of resources in production and manufacturinp proc-
esse- . >Tench and others (~ . 17) have demonstrated the procedures and 
sho~n the benefits that could be realized from linear nrOP.TamminP in 
~anv food industri~s . Tne cheese industry apnears to be a Pond linear 
nropram candidate because virtually all plants have more than one proc-
ess or activity, thereby requirin~ management decisions about uroper 
allocation of milk fat and protein to various cheese varieties or other 
products. At the same time linear programminu is conceptually suitable 
because cheese yield is a function of the amount of milk fat and protein 
in •he mill<. As ye• , nowever , :;here is li t<le evidence that manapers of 
cheese plants have ac•ually succeeded in tyinp business decisions to 
mathematical models. 
One reason why linear nrourammin~r has not been employed tn the 
cheese industry is because the t1alker casein test , the Association nf 
Official Analytical Chemists (A . 0. A. C. ) casein test, and the l.,ieldahl 
test for tot a l protein are either slo>r, relatively expensive , or the 
variance is lar~e between dunlicate samples. ~ecentlv, however . aclri 
orange 12 was approved as a dye- binding cnemical for measurir~ total 
protein in fluid ~ilk . This has an advant~e over the other tests be-
cause it is a rapid , -ow cost procedure with a hiph degree of repeat-
ability (15 ) . 
2 
It is recOI'"r.ized that tho nr01;ein fra.c-cio:c, easel::, •ould be a •ore 
anpro,riate variab:.e to use U.a.n to-cal protein i:-. esti"latinr- che~>SP yield 
since it is the protein fraction that is recovered in c~eesP production. 
fowever , ''c'lowall (10) considered the total nrotein aoproach to esti-
1latinp; cheese yield as accurate as the A, r·. A. C. c'isein test. 
Given an approved dye- bindinp; 'llethod now available for use in the 
dairy industry, a practical barrier (a functional test for protein) to 
intronucing linear pr~zrarn11inp; has been eliminated . The movement of 
orotein, as well as milk fat, can be monitored and acco~~ted for in 
cheese oroduction (7 , 11, 15) . This inplies that manar.ement can now 
allocate milk with different ratios of milk fat and protein to the cheese 
variety that has the greatest profit margin for that ratio . 
The data used to estimate the cheese yielrl coefficients for this 
~.tudy were obtained by samnlinp milk and cheese from Cache 'Ialley Da try , 
!fi -Lanil Dairy ' s lichrnond plant, and Utah State University ' s Dairy Tod-
ucts uaboratory, Coefficients were estimated by correlatin~ total 
pounds of milk fat and nrotein in milk with the total pounds of cheese 
solids obtained from that milk by means of linear repression techniques 
and b·r adjustinl': the moisture content to yield total pounds of cheese, 
Equations were derived for this study instead of using those of other 
reseo.rchers for reasons discussed in the literature r eview summary 
section of this nhesis , 
• ve vari eties of cheese (Cheddar , aged Cheddar , lonterey , 3wiss , 
ann high fat Cheddar) were used as activities in settinP' up the linear 
program matr i x , The cheese yielding coefficients estimated from the 
regression equations became the output coefficients in the ~atrix. 
her activities used in the linear program are: (a) sweet cream butter, 
3 
(b; wne{ cream butter , (c1 non f:1t ry '11::~ powder (ND,.;), (d) whey ski"l 
-;lOWder, ( e J bler.d -:lOWder (contains 50c' skir:ni ~ SOlidS and 50 whey Skim 
solids ... / , (f) a ;oil:< se')aratin" activity , and. (tr) a whey separattng 
activity. ,twas impossible to ~et an accurate measurement , from the 
plants , of the amount of cream and skim used in these latter activities. 
~erefore , the coefficients used in this linear program model were de-
ri veri bl assU!nl.ng a 100 ' recovery of all solids would occur, One sel-
linll acti vi t•1 was also entered in the matrix for each nroduct r-roduced . 
~e variable coso for each activity was obtained from the three cheese 
nh.nts •here the aata were o·otained , The selline- urlces are the whole-
sale nrices for each nroduct. at the time this study was undertaken. 
There are different amounts of milk fat and pr otein recovered in 
tne whey f J.·om each variety of cheese , However, tnis study monitors only 
the whey f rom Cheddar cheese as it flows from whey to whey butter , whey 
powder , and blend powder . Cheddar cheese whey is used because the 
emnhasi on collecting data is on Cheddar, and because the amounts of 
milk fao and protein in the different wheys are relat i vely constano , 
Seven separate nodels are developed and compared during the study , 
Bach of the models are i den t ica l exc ent in milk co,nosition ("lilk fat 
and nrotein per centages vary or the innut milk i s standardi7.ed by dif-
ferent means ) and therefor e , the output or yield coefficients are rl'f-
ferent in each case , The mi l k is standardized t o yi eld a fat in the 
rl r y matter (F . D.:•: . ) of 50 ·~ for Cheddar, aged Cheddar , and :1onter ey ~heese , 
The hi{(h f at Cheddar is s t.andar dized to yield an F' . D. :-1 . of 60 ' , and 
Swi ss cheese 45 . 5%. 
1
.ine1 skim solids are t he solids in ohe whey aft er ohe fat nas ':>~en 
reoov .u. . 
4 
~his studv exa~ines five ways in wnicn :inear or~ra~,ing can aid 
~anagemen~: 
(a) 7.~e maxinun price manaeement should oav for mil~ to oroduce a 
given cheese . 
(b) The minimum wholesale nrice for which nanaF,ement could aell a 
pound of cheese and still cover variable costs. 
(c) The op•irnun oroauct mix under various nar~et and olant con-
dicions when milk of each composition, as defined by the seven 
models , is considered individually , 
(d) rhe optinal allocation of nilk wt•h different compositions of 
mil~ fat and protein simultaneously enterin~ the plant . 
(e) The relative value of milk for different quantities used by 
the plant. 
Other management aims could be oostulated and tes t ed , but the ones 
chosen cover a broad spectrum designed to ~ive an indicative review of 
~ossibilities and potentials inherent in the linear progr~~in~ method 
when anoiied to cheese manufacturin~ . 
:O.Pld for:;tu.Las 
There have been many attempts made to predict cheese yield from 
-~lk comcosition . "en formula has a slight variation .n procedure and 
eacn is basen on a differen~ ape of the cheese. 2 
·:cDnwall (10' quotes a publication ·ay /an Slyke anrl 'TiCP. where 
~.c. ey estimated tr.P yield of cheesP per 100 nounrls of mil~ to be 1.1\; 
._c-,.sein +fat~ . Soc,et.ime lat~.>r ''clowa"l (lO) analyzed '/an .nvke 's data 
•1nd, by t.~e of re;rression analysis , estimated the yield ner 100 nounds 
of "il~ to be 1 . 04 + 1.4 Lcasein ~ fat . /an Slyke and rice altered 
their rlata to yield a J?'i, moisture cheese. Using this same "casein + 
milk fat " approach, .icDowal l analyzed his own data , The first formula 
w~s based on the .alker nrocenire for determining casein and the second 
w s D'l the A.r . A.C. nrocedure. 
(a) walker casein t.est- - 14 day old cneese- -
yie~d o, cheese per 100 pounas ~ilk= .42 + 1. 33 casein~ fatj (10) . 
(b) A. C.. A.C . ca ,;in test--14 day ole cheese- -
yield of cheese per 100 pounds milk= 2.29 ~ 1 . 20 -casein+ fat - (lnl. 
(c) A. r). A. C. casein test--1.creen cheese--
vield of cheese ner 100 pounds milk= 2,)2 + 1 . 22 [casein + fatl (JO) . 
') 
-rt is interesting to note that. many of these for~!llas were derived 
ir. n effort to price cheese milk. ."'or example, in 193(,, ,.;cnowall (10) 
went. to l'reat efforts to nredict cheese yield usinl' formulas of his own 
a~ well as other researchers . He then discussed each formula and its 
relat.ive value as a basis for milk nayment . 
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7ne 11casein .,.. r.ilJ( fat" a,proac:-. is bas ea. o:. t.he assumption that 
tne casein a nd milk fat are in a somewhat constant proportion , and that 
:-n.lk .?at givcls ~h& same amount of vie.J..d as d0es casein , &{ua.l eil\t)hasis 
is nlaced on casein and milk fat so that it is nossible, at least in 
theory, to remove nart of the milk fat for an alternative and more nrof-
itable use , causinu tne fat in the drv matter (F' . J . /1 , ) to be less than 
t..~e le!!al s tandard of 50~. :labcock , "arrin,o;ton. et. . al. (ln) criti-
cized this nroced~re because "casein + milk fat." is not a marketable 
commodi t.y . 
/eale criticizeci t.he "casein + mil>< fat" formulas as well as a fat 
basea formula as a basis for milk payment because " . . F'ri es ian milk 
() .47 6 fat) was underpaid by all formulae , Ayrshire milk (3 .77 fat) 
about iustly naid, and ,Jersey milk (4 .44 · fat) overnaid in all cases , " 
(4) Its ability to nredic t cheese yield can , therefor e , be criticized 
for the same reasons . 
nerhaps t he formulas that have ~ained the greatest attention are 
those based on a ratio of casein to milk fat , I n 1897 , 3abcock (2) 
estimated t he yieln of cheese ner lnO nounds of milk to be 1 . 1 Lfat~ + 
2. 5 I.. casein] where tne casein wa,; determined bv the A. C' , A. C. test . His 
theory was that 1. 0 nounds of mi k fat yielded 1 . 1 nounds of cheese, and 
t.hat 1,0 0ounds of casein yi elded 2 . 5 nounds of cheese . The added yield 
was moisture r etent.ion . 
. •.cDowall (10) gives formulas based on t h<: :lal ker casein test and 
t.ne A. 0, A. c. casein test ior green cneese and cheese 14 days old. rne 
:ormulas based on gr een chees e are as follows: 
(a) «alKer casein t.est.--
y~elci n<:r 100 nounas milk 1 . 171 ~fat + ?.177 casein j (10 ) . 
y~~~a ner 100 po·nas mil?.= 1 , 070 ~fac~ + 2 . ~ ~casein (10) . 
(~) ~o~~ urotein--
yield rer 100 oounds ~.ilk = 1.222 Lfat l .,. lJ,}} Ltotal nrotein] (10 
Tne formulas based on the 11.1 day old cheese are as follows: 
(a) ilalker casein test--
yield ner 100 nounds milk= 1.180 fat]+ 2 , 084 ~casein 1 (10) . 
(b) ilalker casein cesc and nasteurized milk--
yield ner 100 r-ounds milK= 1 . n77 ~fat .,. 2.257 ~casein (ln) . 
lc) A, l , .c. casein test--
vield ner 100 nounds milk= 0.9A4 Lfat] + 2 ,419 ~ca~ein] (ln) , 
(d) Total nr otein--
7 
yteld per 100 pounds milk~ l .lJB Lfat] + 1.672 Ctotal proteinJ (10) . 
1cDowall (10) derived these equations by algebrai cally manipulating 
the orl~inal linear regression equations which were based on a protein 
to fat ratio , For example, the green cheese equation for total protein 
was: 
yield or cheese per nour.d of fat 1.222 + 1.633 Ltotal urotein/fatJ . 
A fourteen aay formula was given as well as a Freen cheese formula 
because, in ear ier times, shrinkage due to moisture loss was very Freat 
the fir»t lh clavs '>fter !'roducti-m , ':'oday the cheese is wrapped ln 
materials that stan moisture loss , ~nrl therefore , the relevant formula 
becomes t e p.reen chees8 formula, 
.·.c:.Jowall derived these formu .- witn the idea thac they could be 
~0e~ a~ ~ basis for yment of m:lk. Tne casein to fat or total pro-
-r;ein co : at r atios nave tne advar.ta·7 e over the "casein + fat" and fat 
y!..elci !'or"':ulas .&-or t:1e nricinr of nil> because t~ere ir ; direct re-
lationshio between yield and the ratios , 
rice aJ.d Vac. Slvkc (23) develoow ti1e equaUon fro:n which the 
incustry has nrobablv ~ainea the greatest use, ~neir equation is: 
yield= L0.9J FTC - 0,1 l , oo 
1.0 - ':1 
where yield = pounds of cheese per hundred pounds of milk, 
pouc-ds o~ fat per hundred no~~ds of r.ilk , 
C pounds of casein per hundred uounds of milk, 
,{ = oounds of water per pound of cheese. 
Shelton and :e~~ey (4) esti:nated the yield of cheese to be 
vield = fat 4 x fat.., ~-
casein - ~ x casein+ 22 x casein] x 2 , 2( 
100 100 
b«sed em the following premises: (a) a loss of L~% of the fat in the 
8 
whey, (b) a loss of 4% of the casein in the whey , (c) a retention in the 
chee8C of non- casein solids- not-fat (S , N,F,) equivalent to 22% of the 
casein , and (d) a cheese moisture content equivalent to 126% of the 
:O . i: . F. retained. 
There have been nany other formulas derived that. are based on con-
stit.uent5 other th~~ casein, tota: protein , and milk fat , /a~ Dam and 
janse (4) estimat.e the field by fat. ~~d 80lids- not- fat , 
Yield = fa t + 1/3 solids- not- fat , 
Tnis has the di sadvant&ge t.hat casein is the only constituent of the 
vO ids-not-fat that =~malrs in any amount in the cheese . Tnere is also 
.~.T, rP., .or .P in :o.P1r' .,., 1P.r t e ratios of fat to solids-not-fat con-
t\t•i y t"• ., . 
nl ran 1 ~H· .na 3lood (4) have 'lstinated formulas 
d.Sec ··· ca 'h<> ormu as are essentially: 
yield = 2t fat + ~ccose + orotein , 
mr.e ~roolem involved in tnis aooroacn is in calculating the calories, 
an~ that alone oucwei~hs any accuracy which mighc oe obtained (4) . 
Bergman and roost (4) derived a formula based on the fat and oro-
tei~ in the milk anc on the water and salt in the cheese , 
Yield ~ 91 r + 77 + 40 
100 - s + .• 
where F' = <:1: of fat in milk, 
% of orocein in milk, 
W = % of water in cheese, 
S % of sale in water , 
0 
G. Davis in his book Cheese (4) discusses six formulas nronosed 
by other authors for the standardi?.ation of milk to achieve the oroper 
·•' , D,:·., 
(a) Schulz and Kay estimated the yield of cheese to be : 
yield = Lmilk fat - wney fat] % + [o. 75 + 0, 825.·1ff ]P 
100 - l , l 'ilff 
wnere ,.ff = t he mois'ture content of the fat - free cheese , 
pr otein content. of the milk , assuminp; that. 75' of the protein 
goes into the cheese , 
(o) f.orclew s~ges•s the following formula , 
f = b/a x r x_y_ 
1110 - ,. 
where a = portion of fat retained in cheese , 
b oortio~ of not- fat constituents in cheese , 
r = s olius- not- fat concent of milk, 
y requ~reti 7 . D. ·. percentaa:e, 
f ~ fat cont.er.t o milk after adjus'tment, 
(c) .etter&en ann -.ikelana derived a formula by usi~ Gouda cneese. 
f = L8.75 
0. 9 
1] 
where f fa" cor.tent of milk after adiustnent, 
y requiren ~ . n .:·l . percentage, 
p protein content of milk, 
rr = non-fat and non-nrotein solids in milk . 
10 
?his formula assu~es that QO% of the fat , 75% o~ the nroteln, ann R% of 
the non-fat and non- nrotein soltds are retainen in the cheese. 
(d) ialen derived the following formula : 
f= PT0,2fM 
~.01181 -100 - F] + O. OlP + 0 , 002 
>there f fat content of milk after adiustment, 
= protein content of milk, 
F =fat content of milk for cheese of 48% !' , D, I1 , in r;orway , 
(e) .Jakubowski and 3ijok said that 
f = C -l ,OJ] X s/p X V + 0,9 W 
100 - y 
whP.re f = fat content of mili< after aci.iustment, 
y = required ? . D. v. ., 
C = casein content of milk, 
S solids- not- fat ~ in cheese, 
p protein% in cheese, 
w = fat % in whey , 
(f) .Ja~ubowski and !lijok then recommended the f ollowing simnlified 
:or:nula f or Polish conditions: 
f = o.o: I [2 c T 1,1 
whcr~ f :;.. fat content of mi !{ after ad.iustment, 
; =required ? . D . ••• 
C casein in milk . 
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Alotte , the<>e various results provide no basis for choosinl" which of 
t~e ~any formulas nresented in this review is the most accurate. [f it 
is assumed that they are all equally accurate; nerhaps :1cDowall ' s for-
mula would be the most appropriate because of its simnlicity , or Price 
and .an Slyke ' s for~ula because of its acceptance by the industry, 
Casein and milk fat are the two cons•ituents of greatest importance in 
c~ee3e yield and , as stated earlier, casein is a more imnortant variable 
tb.n to•al pro•eir: in predicting cheese yield, 'iowever, {cJowall (10) 
felt t hat total protein is as accurate as the A. 0. A. C. casein test in 
making this estimate. The general criticism of each of the formulas is 
that they eit her o.ssume cheese moisture to be constant or that moisture 
content of cheese is complet ely dependent upon the ability of nrotein 
to bind wat er . 
The moisture content of cheese is in three forms , (a) bounn chemi-
cally, (b) loosely bound or absorbed , and (c) free moisture , or mechani-
cally attached (4) . Davis (4) says the final moisture content of cheese 
can be expressed machematically . 
:!20 = fl -tl Tl p:-;1] + f2 (t2 T2 p~ j + ... ' 
where H20 = fina l moisture content of cheese , 
+.i t ime , 
Ti = t emper ature , 
n~ = t he acidity , 
fi = a f unction of these cnntro'1i~g factors , 
=a particular phase o~ t ~P ~ f cl~ P makin~ nrocess . 
If what l avis says is correct, t ''· r, N e yield, inclurlinp nois'ture , 
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couln be deter~i~ed by the re~ression tecr~ique where coefficients are 
derived for milk fa•, protein, and one coefficient for time , temperature, 
and pii for each nhase of the cheese making process , if consideration ls 
not ~iven to time, temperature , and pH , then it is possible to question 
the accuracy of each of these formulas in estimatin~>; total cheese yield, 
fac•ors affecting cheese yield 
There have been many studies which indicate an increase in rield 
due to pasteurization of cheese milk . The 9airy ~esearch tnstitute in 
,ew Zealand found •hat by flash ~steurization, actual yield increased 
0 . 51 and by nolding (va• oasteuriza•ion) for JO Minutes at pasteurization 
temuerature , the actual yield increaserl 2 . 2% (10) . The uossible reasons 
cited for t he increased yield are : (a) increased protein due to the 
denaturing of some whey nrot eins , (b) an increase in the moisture con-
tent , and (c) a dec rease in the fat lost in the whey, However, I-1cD0wall 
(10) cou d not confirm the decrease in fat loss which other researchers 
founct . 
In l 7, aoi>itt ana. Cheeseman publishea , "The Effect of ConcPn-
tratinlt' .V.ilk on •he Fa"t Retention ?roperty of the Cheese Curd" (9) . 
They found that by concentrating milk before making it into cheese, a 
greater amount of fa• was retained in the curd , In order to eliminate 
the possibilitv of at•ributinp the increased yield of fat to the great-
er amount of so:!.ids , they added water back to the concentrate until the 
total solids n •he milk were the same percent~e as before tne con-
centration took place , Tney concluned that there was some surface 
phenomena i!1vnlved in the concentration nrocess which caused the in-
creas~ yield. ~hey sugges•ed "tha• a nossible chan~e took place in tne 
fo.t .?"lobule r:embra.'le causinl" tn<O case n t.o bind firmly to the globules 
during the concer.tration nrocess. 
:n 11 .'ic..nufac"turE: of Cheddar C~cesc i'rorrt ~1econsti tc.tcd /ilk I " r. I. 
eters and J . TJ. ,'illiams (13) found that. by homoeenizinp: unsalted but-
ter , low heat skim milk nowder , ann water, they were able to make a p.ood 
quall.tv Cheddu cheese. The nrocess recovered a e;reater nortion of the 
tot~l solids than they couln obtain bv ma.~ing cheese from whole ~ilk of 
equal total solids . ,hey recovered 95 . 12~ of the milk fat tn whole 
mil~ comnared to 97,02' milk fat recovery from the reconstituted milk. 
Tne solins-not-fat recovery in whole milk was 25 . 75~ and )2.47% in re-
constitut.en milk . ;,o reasons were advanced for chis i.ncreased yield . 
1t anpears that there definitly is an increase in cheese yield 
following pasteurizing , concentrating , or dryinl' of milk . The one com-
mon factor in t hese three processes is heat treatment . This Rives 
evidence that at least part of the increased yield is due to the de-
naturinf' of some whey proteins . The "surface phenomena" sup;p;ested by 
.~bbitt and Cheeseman (9) nrobably requires further research for con-
firmation and explanation • 
. ;ources of error in estimatinp: 
cheese yield 
One of the difficulties in estimating cheese yield is the many 
possibilities for error. There is no plant where the data do not con-
tain errors in measuring , sampling, weighing cheese , snilla~e . etc . 
.1easuremem. of i7!ilk volune is a common area for error . If there 
were a 10 gallon error i n an ROO gallon vat, then the error in esti-
matinr the yield of cheese would be 1.25~. If a fat percentape of ~ . 0% 
were read 0 , 1% low and ,\c::Jowo.ll ' s (10) total protein formula used for 
predictin~ . then ~~e pounds of cheese per 100 pounds of milk would be 
underestimated by 1.2~. 
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2r't'ors occur ir: sampling cheese , evea when gr-eatest care is td.k~n 
to avoid them . :·:oisture in cheese flows from one area to another area 
until it reaches an equilibrium throughout the entir e block of cheese . 
Tnerefore, s ampling the cheese at the proper places and time is impor-
tant (1!,.) , 
A study by Smythe and Stanton (16) revealed that t~e samplin~ of 
nilk at various places and conditions in the nlant made a difference. 
·.hen samples wer e drawn from a breal< in the line or the loosening of a 
nut, ~he mean deviation of the fat tests was 0,08' with a standard 
deviation of ± 0, 125. vlhen samples were taken from a vat with the 
ap:itator in motion , the mean deviation of the fat tests was 0 . 05~· and 
the standard deviation was + 0, 0}9. 7he third samples were drawn from 
an in- line sampler designed t o take the sample from the center of the 
pipe carrying the milk to the cneese vats . The mean deviation of the 
fat tests was 0,0}% and the standard deviation was + 0. 028 . Their 
conclusion was that there are variations in milk fat tests because of 
sampling procedures . Drawing the sanples by looseninl' a nut in a line 
causes substantial variations in the test , Both the sampling of milk 
while the agitator was moving and in- line samnling wer e satisfactory 
and r ecommended . 
~:cDowall (10) also f ound t here was some variation in cheese 'rield 
when milk of the same compos i tion was made under ident ical conditions . 
ilo explanation is g1ven for the variation . 
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'Jye-bindir.~ 
"In 1956, Dr. 'l . C. Udy published a f ormula. to calculate the nercent 
protain ir. 1:1ilk usi!'lg ')rar.ge G d.ye, . • , " (7) . Ir. 19" 5, ar. o.dde:tdwr. 
was issued for acid orange 12 (22) which has since been approved bv he 
A,O,A,C, as a chemical for determining the protein percentage in <he 
1:1ilk . As has been previously mentioned, the advantage of the dye bind-
ing apnroach to determining total protein in milk is that it is a raoid 
low cos< pr ocedure Lhat has a high degree of repeatability , 
Udy (22) found that 1 unit of milk nrotein bound with . 312 units of 
dye , A . 311 factor was derived at Utah State UniversitY which confirms 
!Jdy ' s finding s . The aJ'lount of dye nePded to bind 1 unit of protein i.s 
referred to as t he dve-bindi.nv capacity ()3C) factor for that nro<ein ; 
thus , . ')12 is the "'"l3C for whole milk. '!he D'lC for the soluble whey nro-
teins becomes . 282 ; and the DEC for the insoluble milk protein (casein) 
iz . 321. These are all based on a !S , JR K.ieldahl factor (7) . 
It has been recol'!mended that a ,)12 DBC be used un iversally on all 
milk and milk products for two reasons, (a) simplicity , and (b) in 
accounting procedures the fractions (whey proteins and casein) would adrl 
up to the whole or to<al milk proteins , Using i ust one JBC results in 
overestimating <he sol ble proteins and underestimatinp the insoluble 
proteins , A third reason for usi~ only one DBC can be implied from the 
r esults of N, P , Tarassuk (lA) . He determined that the !S , JR Kielr.ahl 
facto~ w~s ·~st n average of t he true fac<ors of each nrotein fraction. 
For example , a ~ore accurate factor ~or ;g-casein woul~ be f , 5') and for 
OC- lactalbumin r , JO, These are the two extremes, but they gi ve some 
'ust ification for using only one D'lC for milk s i.nc e the ( . 38 K.ieldahl 
factor s used universally for all mil~ nroducts , 
lfl 
"'here have been "lany factors that rcpo:-teci";.y affect the ciC: o"" :nilk. 
:irl·r renorted a slightlv different '13~ for oowdered l'lilk than whole milk, 
wnlch he contributed to a denaturing of sane whey oroteins (21) . 
Tarassuk and Abe . (19) however , found that there was no anoarent effect 
caused by heatin~ milk up to 90 C for 15 minutes. .~en heating occurred 
to the extent that bro~nin~ of the milk resulted, a lowering of the DEC 
was observed . 4Stitic and colostr~:n milks were also reported to have 
adverse effects on the DBC (18 , 19) . Tarassuk and Abe (19) further con-
cluded that condensina and homo~enizing (up to 4 , 000 pounds per square 
inch) had no affect on the DBC. 
Two i~portant factors affectin~ the ~BG in everyday plant procedures 
;;.re the temperature of the milk and dye solutior.; and the preservatives 
sen in oroducer' s conmosi te samples . Udy founrl that tenpera ture affect-
ed the ability of dye to bind with protein . LeBaron and ~rog (7) defined 
this correction to be . 005~ ner degree Fahrenheit , where increased 
tenneratures caused low nrotein readings, and 77 7 was to be used as the 
basis . The only nreservatives that had no si~nificant affect on the DBC 
were Hz02 and HgC12 . H2o2 had no affect on the ~BC but it oreserved 
~ilk for only a short period of time . ~~12 was a good preservative but 
it caused a very slight lowerin~ of the DBC (18 , 19) . 
Ash••orth reporte that the DBC of Cheddar cheese decreased with ap;e 
(1) . This was confirmed i n a study by Prahlad H. Patel (12) . He found 
that bet-•een 15 and 30 days, a slight decrease in the DBC of cheese 
occurred. This decrease contlr.uoa to increase over the 255 days of the 
exoeriment . 
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Tnere has been much nublished on the benefits of linear nrogramming 
~~c there are university courses that are so snecific as to deal solelv 
with ~he nlanninR of farm enternrises and cron rotations, Yet , there 
are verv few references in the literature on the use of linear urogram-
min~ in the food nrocessin~ industry, and only one indirect reference 
has been found dealin~ with the cheese industry specifically, 
J.n lc;IS2 Glickstein, Babb, et , al. published "An ApPlication of 
Simulation Processes for Production Con~rol in a Cheese Hant" (6) , 
They Qefine their simulation procedures as .!onte Carlo techniques or 
the probabilistic nature of milk volume that would be available for 
nlant use , In a later article, French, (5) a co-author , defines the de-
cision making tool for the study as linear programmi!lfl , 'lhe study simu-
lated a cheese manufacturing nlant producing Colby cheese , The decision 
of how much to produce was made on the basis of milk purchasing nolicies 
available to them, the nlant canacity, the labor available, and the de-
mand and price for the product manufactured , 
A time series analysis for the volume of milk durin~ one year was 
considered to reflect the plant's needs for milk at each oeriod durin~ 
the year , Eleven nolicies for purchasing surplus milk over and above 
what their producers could supply were then considered for purchase at 
aifferent seasons of the year, 8ach policy was easi~y compared with its 
alternatives in the decision making process by management, For example , 
when onlv producer miLK was use in the plant, the cost to produce one 
nound of cheese was ~.12¢ . When a 50r premium was paid for surplus 
milk during October 1 through April 14, the cost per nound increased to 
Y.:., , 701' . When surpl s rtil'- was purchased be<:ween Anril 15 and September 
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)0 a• a 25~ prerni~,, tne cost per pound of cheese decreased to JJ,78¢ , 
wnen both of these surplus milk purchasing nolicies were carried out, 
surnlus milk was r-urchased the en ire yP.ar, T.hP. r.ost pe:>: nound of ~heese 
lor that year was 34.)2¢ , The study also revealed that for that one 
plant , the efficiency of labor could be increased if surplus milk were 
nurchased . 
'he vielC. coefficient used for the nroduct, Colby cheese, was 10,7 
"Ounils per l'lO pounds nilk , •O ad.iustment was made for difference in 
yield due to the seasonal fluctuation of the milk solids nor fluctuations 
in milK fat and nrotein percentaRes due to herd differences, This would 
have an affect on the allocation of resources and the decisions manage-
ment would make , 
This study concluded by recommending that other studies be ma1e to 
include production schedulinf,, marketing , and diversification of nroduct 
line , 
Another milk industry related study was of a fluid milk nlant where 
2,707 pounds of milk fat and 72,705 no~~ds of skiMmilk were allocated 
amon? twenty products a narticular nlant was marketing at that time. 
Snyder and ~rench (17) knew the amo~~t of labor available and the time 
available for each machine , as well as the machine canacities, They also 
~new the market demand and the per unit price of each product, From the 
plan t production r ecor ds, the linear program matrix was set up to show 
the amount of eacn resource requir~d to produce one unit of product. 
11'hen •r.e matrix was "solved ," all the milk fat and skim had been allo-
cated •o thirte~n of tne twenty prod cts, and a mar ginal cost above net 
sa:linf nrice was given for the remaining seven nroducts not produced, 
';'he ar,ount of each resource used was given , with a marginal value product 
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) for each resource comnleto y usea up. ?he study was concluded by 
~ivin~ "he total ne" revenue per workin~ day . 
7na model was then manirJu:ated to teot th& effects of ~har.p:&s i~1 
~anagement policy . The areas tested were labor use , procurement nrac-
tices, stor age room aadi tions, machine capac ities , product promotion, 
and pricing , 
One might wonder what not nroducin~ the seven uroducts durin~ one 
ti"le oeriod l'lil\ht have on consumer accentance of the brand, If 1 t. is 
rational for the firm to be concerned about losinl\ customers because 
al~ the nroducts are not nade available , then it becomes economically 
rational to produce a minimum amount of those seven nroducts as well as 
a maximu~ amount set 3y "he market demand , mhis could easily be accom-
plished hy "bounding" (forcing) the pr ogram to produce a minimum number 
of units of each of the seven products , 
.. ini tat ions in the 
use of linear proera~~ing 
In an applied linear programming manual for farm nlannin? , Raymond 
.. 3ene~e and Ronalci \·linterboer (J) suggest seven areas where linear 
pr~ramming is limiting . Consideration should be given to then when an 
analysis is made, 
1 , The techn ique has no ability to formulate future nrices . Puture 
~rices become innut ·ata and the output results can be no more accurate 
than the accuracy achieved in estimating the f ut ure urices. However, 
i<; sno ln be noted <:hat an error in estimatin~>: the future prices is no 
10ore serious in planni ng by USL of linear progra:-tmi:'lg thar. by budeeting , 
or a~" "ther plann·ng procedure . 
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2. 'i'he tecnnique has little ability to derive coefficients for the 
accivities . 7hese ~usc be estinated fro~ past records or some future 
~xnectation , The nro~Cram doP.s have the versati.lity of nakinr !Je>:>centa.(!P. 
cnan~es in coefficients when the chan~es are specified in the input 
<iata . 
J , Risk and uncertainty cannot be considered, l<'..ach acti.vity is 
assume<l. equally ris;cy , 
4 :here is often difficulty in predicting the future restraints 
of a resource, (i . e ,, the ar.~ount of labor , mil!< , or capital that will be 
available in six ~onths or one year) . This again , however, is no dif-
ferent than other syste~s . 
5. No consideration is given for diminishing marginal returns, 
"'he assumption is made that each unit. of input wiJ 1 yi eld the sarne pro-
nortl.on of outnut. If diminishing marginal returns to inputs is an 
innortant feature to consider , then linear sev.ments of the nroduction 
function can be i ncluded in the program as separate activities , How-
ever , this involves a troublesome nr ocess . 
f . Decreasin~ cost acti vities cannot be considered accuratelv , 
~~ example of a decreasing cost activity would be : the labor require-
ments for a pasteurizer with a capacity of 50 ,000 pounds of milk per 
hour would be no greater than for one with a capacity of 20 , 000 nounds . 
Therefore , thr labor costs per unit of milk woul rl. be much less wlth the 
pasteurizer with the capacity of 50 , 000 pounds than the one with ?.0 , 000 
nounds per hour , nandlinF such a situation r equires two models , one 
for each pasteurizer, so che incomes can be compared . 
?. A usin.z :"irn or researcher nust have access to electronic 
equinment canabl8 of nandlinF, a larr,e number of activities . ,t is 
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oossible for an inaividual to solve a linear program by the normal 
algebraic pr ocedure :or solvinp simultaneous equations, or by the Sim-
;>1-=x llrocroure . 'iawever , as the number of activities ir.crease, the only 
reaiistic and economical way to solve the program is by utilizing an 
electronic computer, 
Certain other limitations are inherent in the computer routines 
used in this study . For exam-ple, the BH/JI) routine (ennloyed in this 
thesis) nrovides only non- integer solutions , A nlant cannot make 14,3 
vats of one variety of cheese and 5 . 7 vats of another variety and say 
that it has the capa~ity of making 20 . 0 vats of cheese a day , 1~e non-
im:eger alloroach is realistic when consider in" activities such as powder 
products . The dryer can be chan~ea over after 8 , 7 hours from producing 
nonfat dry milk nowder (ND11) to the production of whey nowder, A mixed-
inteRer (integer solutions for such activities as cheese and butter 
where only whole units of the activity are realistic, and non-intep-er 
solutions for activities that need not be whole units, such as nowders) 
routine is the progr~~ tnat should be used, 
3~~~ary of literature review 
A0 this literature review has made clear, there have been many 
eq ations der ived to oredict cheese yield ; any one of which might have 
been u ed to estinate yield coefficients for t his study , However , none 
were chosen for several r easons: (a) Since acid orange 12 has been 
approved as a dye-bindi~ chemical for estinating protein in fluid milk , 
ana researchers (7 , 15) have snown that it can be used to monitor the 
~ovemen~ of orotein t~xough a manufacturing nlant: it anpears to have 
~r.e potential to becone the r apid, 1nexpensive "nrotein" counteroart to 
the 3abcock orocedure in monitorin~ nilk fat, (b) Previous equations 
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either do not ad .. l.ls;; for the milk fat and. nrotein ratios, or tney assume 
tnat the moisture content of cheese is entirely a function of the mois-
cure bi~d.inr, ryo;;enLi~l of nrotein . (c) ~e to ~ lack o~ rerorted 
statistical tes<:.s, there is no ir.dication of how well these equations 
predict . (d) The equations of earlier researchers were limited to 
Cheddar cheese and, ;;herefore, would not satisfy the needs of the present 
study . 
7his 3tudy attempts only to predict total cheese solids from the 
milK fat and protein in cheese milk , and adiusts the moisture content to 
the desired a~ount . 7his is done because no attempt is made to measure 
the variables that control moisture . 
As a consequence of this reasonin~. new yield coefficients were 
obtained by linear regression analysis on a~tual nlant data under norm>l 
manufacturin~ conditions . These yield coefficients, or nredicted out-
nuts for a given quantity and composition of milk , become the key to 
setting un the activities for the linear pr~ram models . It has been 
shown by French and others (6, 17) that once coefficients are obtained 
for given products, a linear program can aid management in decision 
mnkinrr . Although ;;he nresent st dy does not contain exa~ples, nor in-
volve activities or physical facilities reported by French (6) , the 
types of decisions which management must make are identical. Some of 
the areas which these researchers have tested and found amenable to 
linear ~rogranmin~ are: 
(a) The opti~a a:location of ~ilk to the nroducts which will 
maximize the plant's profits . 
'b Tne nar,~nal values for ach nroduct wh i ch indicate the ~mount 
1·t rr·r·_,r.., would hP. redaced 1.f the profits were not maximized , 
(c The most efficient use of plant canacitv. 
(d) Tne allocation of available labor . 
(e) In adjusting for chan~es in demand and price of nroduct nro-
duced , 
(f) The milk nurchasing policies to ad.iust for seasonal fluctua-
tions. 
(g) The effect of adding additional storage snace . 
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ThP. effects of each of these aecisions can be evaluated prior to actually 
imnlementinr a c~ange; and therefore , the costs and time involved in a 
•Tong decision may be minimized , 
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A C3 A "iH C RXA '·!P ~..E OF LINEAR PR <X;? A,·;:·:I NG 
Ltnear programming technique rests on three basic assumptions. 
First , decis ion makinR always involves restraints or limitations on the 
activities . The maximum amount of production for a plant for a given 
time period is always limited by some factor or resource, Tnis limiting 
factor may be the cauacity of some piece of equinment , the amount of a 
resource available :or production , or the market demand for the product. 
Tne second assunption is tnat tne firm is part of a purely com-
petitive society where input and cutnut nrices are assumed to be un-
affecced by the actions of that one firm . The prices for both buying 
and selling are the same regardless of how large or small the quantity 
is. 
The third assumption made is that production activities can be 
described by si~ple linear relations . One such assumption i s that the 
oroduction functions are homogeneous to the first degr ee , or that the 
firm experiences constant returns to scale for homogeneous nroducts , 
This implies a linear total cost curve for hom~eneous inputs and a 
linear total r evenue curve when the selling price of the product is con-
stant, In cases where the relationship between two variables is not 
linear , linear se~ments of that relationshi p can be introduced (Rl . 
A graphic example of a linear nrop;ram model of two products , :1on-
cerey and Cheddar cheese, is shown in Figure l, These two cheeses com-
pete for two variable inouts : vat snace and milk, Line AB repres ents 
vat space , The maximum amount of 11onterey cheese that could be pro-
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Cheddar cheese per unit of time 
fo'i,-ure l. Graphic solution to a linear program model 
t~at could be produced would be 03 units, based on the vat space avail-
ahle per unit of t:.me . If management wishes to nroduce both :~onterey 
and r.heddar cheese •hen it would produce at some point on A3 such that 
ess tnan OA units of 'onterey anrl less tloan 03 units of Cheri<:lar cheese 
would be produced . Line CD represents the milk restraint availablP to 
the Plant for the production of •hese two cheeses , Based on the milk 
~.vai lable , the maximum amount of ;;,on-t.erey cheese that could be pro-
'luced is OC units and the maximum amount of Cheddar cheese that could 
~rorl cedis OJ per unit of time . Thus , the production nossibilities 
curve ft~e maxi:-.ur'l a-;;oun• of "lonterey and Cheddar cheese the plant coulrl 
pronuce ner unit of time wnen ·aoth vat space and milk availaole are con-
oirlered simultaneously) becomes C,-,:1. 
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~e point or. •ne production possibilities curve that ~ill maxim~ze 
nrofits is where a tangency occurs with the budget restraint (the amount 
of noney available for the production of these two cheeses divided bv 
the cost to produce either of the cheeses) line Qfi. In this case the 
tangency occurs at point G and profits are maximized by producing x0 
units of Cheddar cheese and .Y 
0 
units of 1-lonterey cheese. If , however, 
the cost ratio of the two cheeses change, and the slope of the budget 
line shifts to CT , then profits are maximized by producing OC units of 
,':onterey cheese and no units of Cheddar cheese. In this example there 
are only three feasible solutions: points C, G, and B. 
Tf more restraints were added to the model then more lines renre-
sentiO¥ the production or resource requirements for each cheese variety 
wnuld be drawn . This would create more intersections such as G and the 
nroduction possibilities curve would be the lines that form the area 
convex to the origin . Each intersection or point where the slope of 
tne production possibilities curve changes is a nossible tangency with 
the budget restraint and therefore, a oossible solution. 
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Arra~ements were made with Hi- Land 9airyman Association's ~ich-
mond ' lant , Cache Valley Dairy Association, and Utah State University ' s 
Tlairy -roducts Laboratory to use their facilities for sampling nurnoses , 
The variable cost fi~ures used in the obiective function of the models 
were also obtained fro~ these three plants, but were altered slightly 
at their request. 
Data collec"ed from these plants consisted of total nounds of milk 
used for a vat of cheese and the total pounds of cheese obtained from 
that vat of milk . The milk fa" and moisture percentaF,es were determined 
i n part by the laboratory technicians at the Hi- Land and Cache Valley 
plants . Both the Babcock and r!o,ionnier (11) nrocedures were used for 
testinr the milk fat in the milk and cheese . All protein nercentape 
determinations were made usinr the Udy dve-bindin~ procedure and acid 
ora~e 12 dye (7, 20) . 
The nrotein tests were made by running dunlicat e samnles , and the 
weiP-hts of all samnles were obtained by analytical weip;hings rather 
than by the c ustomary calibrated syringe method . Twenty pTams of cheese 
and 80 grams of 0 . 0 5 i1 NaOH were blended toget her to make a mixture that 
could be test ed by "he dye- binding procedure . The . 312 DEC fi~ure was 
the only f i gure used in this study , 
38xcept when noted , all laboratory or field tests were measured by 
the author. 
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Tne effect o: using che .)12 factor is that che actual percentares 
of nrotein in the cheese are hi~her than reported herein. This however. 
will not affect the oredicted total cheese solids since total cheese 
solids were found by subtracting moisture from actual cheese wei~hts. 
Some difficulty was encountered in obtainin~ accurate milk and 
cheese wei~hts . Only one of the four Cheddar cheese vats at Hi-Land ' s 
Richmond nlant, and none of the vats at Cache Valley Dairy were nrooerlv 
calibrated. It was also observed that hoops of cheese from one vat were 
bel~ mixed with hoops of cheese from another vat. An attempt was made 
to correct this error by referrin~ to the production records where the 
oriFinal number of hoops from individual vats were recorded . 
In five cases the observed Cheddar cheese weights were altered be-
cause the mi lk fat and protein recovered in the Cheddar cheese was near 
100 · , which is impossible , given the amounts of these constituents tn 
the whey . Referring to the fat and protein tests from the whey, the 
amount of cheese was adjusted until the total milk fat and prot ein from 
the cheese a nd whey was less than the total milk fat and orotein in the 
milk . If the five samnles were deleted from the data and the linear re-
ression equations r ecalculated, the chan~e in the cheese predicted, 
would amount to eight nounds out of a total of 2,R50 nounds , Therefore , 
the adius ted data could have been deleted with no affect on f inal re-
sults , 
The actual data and linear r egression equations used to obta1n the 
cheese yielding coefficients are presented in the Appendix (Tables 16 
thro~h 19) . 
From the included statistical tests, the linear regression equation 
:or Cneddar cheese ectal solids apnears to be fai rly accurate . 7he rt2 
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(correlation coe::'ficient) is considered to be more than adequate for 
predicting nurposes. An R2 1.0 would mean a perfect correlation between 
the input. variables and the output of the product . Tho;, .. F .. test f0r the 
equation is hivhly si;mificant at any level desired. The SE (standard 
error of estimate) is a little lar&~er than desired, but when consider-
at ion is {liVen to the lar,o:e volume of milk used, it is acceptable . 
The data anti re~ression equat ion for the high fat Cheddar (Table 
17 in Anpendix) is statistically the best of all the equations . The R2 , 
. 04' . i;; very hip:h, the .. F .. is sivnificant at any level desired and a 
low , 2 is reported. 
The data for ~·:onterey (Table l'l in Appendix) and Swiss ("'able 19 
in Ap~endix) cheese were very difficult to obtain . Althouph the R2 for 
·oonterey is hit:h enough for predicting purposes, the ,.F,. t.ef;t is sl p;n i-
ficant only at the . 05 level, and the s8 is higher than expected when 
compared with the volume of milk used and the SE of the other chPese 
varieties , It should be noted tnat the coefficient for the protein 
variable is negative , This imPlies that when the amount of protein in 
the milk increases , the yield of cheese decreases , This, of course, is 
not possible , and wou d not exist if a larger samnle size had been taken, 
lut , for the few samples used in deriving this formula, this condition 
does exist . The equation predicts ver y well , as long as the pounds of 
milk fat and pr otein stay within the range of the data used, Because 
this study needed to nredict the yield of r:onterey cheese outside the 
ranp:e of the data , a new formula was derived, based on the recove~t of 
milk fat , protein, a~d solids other than milk fat and protein. This for-
~ula is also found in Table 18 of tne Appendix. 
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Tne data used for the Swiss cheese are verv poor. The vats were 
not calibrated and the calibration stick was very difficult to read. 
';''le 'l2 is very low and the regression equation is not significant even 
at the . 05 level . ·rhe Swiss cheese total solids equation is used only 
because the nrime ob.iective of this study is to demonstrate the po-
tential use of linear nropramminp: in a cheese nlant. );ore and better 
'lata are necessary in order to refine this coefficient . 
~or each variety of cheese, two additional linear regression 
equ>tions are piven: one to predict total nounds of milk fat and the 
other to predict total uounds of protein to be recovered in the cheese. 
Only a statistical R2 is given for some indication of how well the input 
nata correlated with the output or recovery data . 
Total pounds of milk fat and total pounds of protein were used to 
estimate total pounds of cheese colids, because this resulted in a high-
er R2 than when the milk fat and protein percentages were used. There-
fore, the accuracy in nredicting was increased. Since cheese yield is a 
linear function, the constant (y axis intercept) in the regression fer-
n la can be chanaed nroportionately with chanpes in the volune of milk 
1i . e . , if the vol~~e of milk were reduced from JO ,OOO pounds to 20,000 
pounds, then the constant would also be reduced by one third) , 
A regression analysis was made to correlate the protein/milk fat 
ratios with the l<' . i: ... . The formula to n:cedict F . J . :·l . in Cheddar cheese 
is: 
:·' . J . I . = 0 , (.(18- 0.1595 [protein/mi k fc.t] . 
~~2 = 0, l07 and ~ = 2:2 . 2 . ooth of .;hicr. are significantly large, wnich 
indicates that the protein/milk fat ratio correlated well wit.h the " . D. I·l . 
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Actual wetp;hts of sweet cream, whey crea~, skimmil"{, and whey skim 
••ere not available, nnereforc, thr> coefficients of the products manu-
factured from then are neri ved hv theoret \.call•' calculat.inf" each p't'od-
uct based on several assumntions, These assumptions are as follows: 
the averaF,e non- protein solids in skimmilk was 5.46% and the average 
total solids in whey skim was ,6)%, It is assumed that 99 .0% of the 
fat was recovered in sweet cream butter and 97 . z·; of the fat was recover-
ed in whey bu•ter. :t is also assumed that no spillage or shrinkare 
occurred in the production processes , 
Other assumutions made in this study are as follows: (a) Sweet 
cream always contains 40% fat while the protein percentage varies. (b) 
,.;hey crP.am contains 25 . O% fat and the urotein nercentage does not vary. 
(c) All whey is homogeneous re~ardless of the cheese , (i . e,, contains 
the sane percentar;e of milk fat and protein) . (d) The moisture content 
of Cheddar cheese is )8 , 0%. (e) The moisture content of high fat 
Cheddar is 37.0%, (f) The moisture content of Swiss cheese is 39.~%. 
(g) '~he moisture con"ent of aged Cheddar is 36 , 0%. (h) The moisture 
content of o•onterey cheese is 43 .0-'. (1) The market price for p;rade 
A and ('rade B Swiss cheese is the same, and 85?' of all Swiss cheese is 
graded. A or B. 
High fat Cheddar cheese is not being commercially marketed at the 
1>resent time . It is being manufactured and sold by Utah State Univer-
sity ' s Dairy 1Toducts Laboratory and has t he potential of being com-
mercially mari<eted, This cheese has an F. D. ·.; , of 60%, which makes 1 t 
a more ael1cate cheese than the standard Cheddar . It is used in this 
study because it rovides an alternative use for sweet cream. 
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Since the data ~ere collected from three plants , the ass~,ed 
facilities in this study are somewhat different than an·r one of them. 
?igure 2 is a flow chart of the assuned facilities . This shows the 
flow an<l alternative uses available to the plant f or the different nilks 
as defined by the various models , 
Hi- Land Dairy is equipped with the Damrm< vat system where there 
are t~<o vats needed to make one vat. of cheese , I:l the first vat the 
nil:< is set , cut, and the curci is cooked, It is then transferred to 
the second vat where the chednaring, millin~ , and hooping processes take 
nlace , The advantage of this system is that while the nrocesses of the 
second vat are going on, another vat of milk can be started in the first , 
All other systens have only one vat for the entire cheese making nrocess. 
This studv considered the use of four 9anrow vats, which are assign-
ed only to the production of Cheddar and aged Cheddar cheese. Four more 
vats are available for the production of high fat Cheddar and Monterey 
cheese . The final four vats are used for the production of Swiss cheese 
only , :::ach of the three series of vats are available for a maxin~., of 
72 vat hours , or an lo hour working day , One churn with a capacity of 
3 , 320 nounds of crea., is available for a 16 hour working day . There is 
also one high temperature short tine (HTST) pasteurizer available that 
can be run 21t hours per day , Since a great volume of whey mus t be sep-
arated , there is a separator available for t.hat nurpose only, and it is 
u~ed on a 24 hour ba~is, other pieces of equinment necessary for this 
study are a condenser and a dryer , They too can be run continuously for 
t.he 21< hours of each day , 
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;ive varieties of cheese (Cheddar, aF,ed Cheddar, high fat Cheddar, 
~nterey, and Swiss) are considered in this study, The butter products 
are sweet crea~ butter and whey cream butter, 
''Jere are three powder products: lfE, whey powder, and blend now-
der (containing 50% skimmilk solids and 50% whey solids ) , For each of 
these ten activities there is a corresponding selling activity, Two 
other activities are nrovided for: one for separating the whey into 
whey cream and whey skim, and the other for separating the whole milk 
into sweet cream and skimmilk, 
The models have been analyzed by the J.B'. U.'S/}60 routine which uses 
the Simplex procedure for manipulating and solving the tableau. 
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R8SU TS 
Seven linear urogram models were constructed for handling milk with 
different nercent~es of milk fat and urotein , Model A considers milk 
with ), 30% milk fat and 3. 14% protein, i'todel B considers 3. 30 · milk fat 
and 3.25' urotein . In order to make legal cheese (50~ F' . D, '·I .), this 
model requires that each cheese activity be standardized with cream, 
The C model is 3.50, milk fat and 3.20' nrotein. Since the milk for 
Cheddar , aged Cheddar, and Monterey cheese is not standardized, the re-
sultillR' cheese has a high F' . D. i-1 . percenta,o;e . l1odel D considers 3. SO}.' 
milk fat and 3, 32 1.: protein, · .odel E considers 3. 70 ·( mil~ fat and 3. 35 
protein . As with model C, the Cheddar , aged Cheddar, and ~1onterey have 
a hip;h B', D, f•l , because the milk is not standardized. Nadel f' is identi-
cal to model E, 3, 70'% milk fat and 3. 35•? protein, except that P1.ch 
cheese activity is standardized with NDM to obtain the proper protein/ 
milk fat ratio to yield the desired F. D. N. Model G is also identical 
to models F' and ~ . with respect to milk composition, except skimmilk is 
used to make the standardization. Each of the seven models are identi-
cal except i n the total amount of milk used, nounds of cheese yield, and 
cream, skimnilk, and NDM needed f or standardization uurnoses. 
'Pable l is the restraim.s or ri~~;ht hand side (~ms) fer each of tho 
seven models. 4 There are no restraints on the amount of labor used, 
However, the cos" per hour of labor is varied as shown in Table 2. 
Table 3 shows the variable cost per unit of activity (i . e . , one vat of 
4The r estraint on milk is part of the ~HS , but not included in 
Table 1 bP.cause it was manipulated throughout the study . 
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Table 2 . Labor costs per .i ob 
Labor 
nlk pasteurizer and separator 
Damrow make vats 
Damrow cheddaring vats 
High fat Cheddar and !1onterey vats 
Swiss vats 
wrapping the cheese 
Curing the Swiss cheesP 
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Table J, Variable cost per unit of the activity, and wholesale price 
per oound of oroduct; labor costs not included 
?roduct 
Cheddar cheese (oer vat) 
High fat Cheddar (oer vat ) 
' ,onterev cheese (per vat) 
Swiss cheese (oer vat) 
'~rades A and B Swiss cheese 
Grade C Swiss cheese 
Aged Cheddar (per vat) 
:~'hey separate (per hour) 
'./hey butter (per churn ) 
Whey powder (per hour) 
>·!ilk separate (per hour) 
Butter (per churn) 
rm:r. (per hour) 
Slend (oer hour ) 
Variable 
cost 
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cheese, one churn o: butter, or one hour of drying time) . Table 3 als o 
shows the wholesale nrice ner pound for each nroduct produced . The 
nrice paid by the cheese nlant to the farmers is t4 . 74 ner hundredweight 
(cwt.) with a ~0.07 nrice differential for milk testing ).50% milk fat. 
The labor and equinment requirements for each activity are shown in 
Table 20 in the Appendix. These requirements are identical for each of 
the seven models and therefore, are not repeated in Tables 21-27. 
Tables 21 through 27 (see Apnendix ) show the flow of whole mi.lk, mil k 
f at, and protein ~s they are nrocessed. In analyzing Tables 21 through 
27, it should be noted that positive numbers are inputs to the activity 
and neFative nQ~bers are outputs. The pounds of milk fat and protein 
for each input and output are in parentheses. This implies that the 
parenthetical number has the same nositive or neFative si~ as the non-
parenthetical number immediately above. The composition of the whey 
remains constant in all seven models, and it is recQFnized that this 
is one source of error . 
The tesc of a linear pr~ram is in its usefulness to management . 
Although there are nany ways to test this effect , this study considers 
only five. The sections which follow contain descriptions and inter-
pretations of the results . 
i~en considering the results of each of the five tests, model A 
shculd be compare;i to model B; mo;iel C should be comw.red to model D; 
models ~. F, and G should be compared with each other; then simul-
taneous comparisons ~ay be made of all seven models . Tne reason for 
analyzing the resulcs in this manner is because the milk fat oercen-
ta~es are the same, while the procein nercentages change, or else milk 
of idenoical composition is standardized differently. 
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.~aximwn allowable 
orice for oroducer ~ilk 
One concern of management is the price that could be paid pro-
ducers for milk and still cover short run variable costs. This price 
can be found by manioulatinR the MPS/J60 routine to create a systematic 
stepped increase in the price of milk. In this case the price of milk 
is increased in increments of $0 , 10 oer hundredweight, although it may 
be increased in any units desired , When the orice of milk is raised 
such that it is no longer economical to produce a given product , milk 
is no lon~er allocated to that particular product , The results for this 
price stuay ar e shown in Table 4, The tabulated prices represent the 
maximum amount that man~ement could pay for milk of each composition 
(as reoresented by models A through G), if it wishes to produce any one 
of the five varieties of cheese, 
Table 4. The maximum orice oer hundredweight a fir m could oay for milk 
if it desired to nr oduce each cheese variety, given the butter 










A B c D E F G 
3. 3<Y' ) , JO'' 3.50'• J,50% 3. 70% J . ?O'l' J,?O 
3.14 c 3.25% J,20% J,J2~ 3. 35? J.JS% J.)5o/-
Cream ND·1 Skimmilk 
~5.10 t5 . 20 $5. 34 $5.44 55 .68 $5 .68 $5 . 58 
5. 50 5.60 5.64 s. 74 5. 9il 5. 98 5. 98 
5.90 6 , 00 6,14 6 .24 ( ,48 6 ,38 6 . 38 
5.90 6 . 00 6 . 24 6 , 14 6 ,38 6 ,18 6 ,38 
5. 20 5.40 5.54 5.64 5. 98 5.88 5.88 
a3ase orice .~ . ?4/cwt,, 3.y: milk fat , with a 5. 0?/point dif-
ferential. 
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In conuarin~ milks of different comnosition , the milk with the 
~reater amount of ~rotein is the most valuable, excent for the nrice 
uaid for Swiss cheese milk when comparing models C and D. This phe-
nomenon apnears in other results and will be discussed in ~eater detail 
in the appropriate sections , One observation that may be made in con-
nection with this phenomenon, or paradox, is that the butter and powder 
activities seem to depend heavily upon the Swiss cheese activity, 
r•:odel E, when comnaring models E, F, and G, is consistently the 
milk composition of highest value. (Although for some models , the milk 
and cheese prices are the same , it should be remembered that the prices 
are being increased in $0 , 10 increments . If the price were to be in-
creased in smaller increments, the number of differences would probably 
be greater , ) Since high fat Cheddar cheese is standardized with cream 
rather than NDM or skimmilk , the maximum price that can be naid to the 
farmer is the sane for models E, F, and G, 
The milk of highest value is the composition of model E, when 
allocated to Nonterey cheese , 
. iinimum acceptable wholesale cheese 
nrices in order to cover variable 
~ 
In this t est the linear pr ogram routine is again manipulated to 
determine the minimum pr ice a plant would be willing to receive and 
still produce some quantity of a given product, The results of this 
analysis are shown in Table 5, Initially the wholesale prices are set 
well below the minimum price the plant would be willing to receive and 
"hen increased in to . 05 increments until milk is allocated to the nro-
rluct.ion of that cheese variety (i . e ., until it becomes profitable to 
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Ta'ole 5. ?he ,inimum wholesale price per pound a fi~ would be willing 
to receive for its cheesea 
'7odel A B c D E F G 
l<lilk fat 3. 30.,. 3. 30' J , 50 I 3. 50.1, 3.7()"1 3. 70 . 3.70'1 
Protein 3 . 14 3.25% 3. 20" 3. 32"t 3.35% 3.35 ' 3. 35 
Standardized with Cream NDM Skimmilk 
Cheddar $, 54 $. 49 $.54 $.49 $.49 $.49 $,49 
High fat Cheddar 
.55 . 50 .55 • 50 .50 . 50 . 50 
1onterey • 50 . 55 . 50 • 50 . 50 .45 . 50 
Grades A and B Swissb.50 .50 .45 . 45 .45 • 50 .45 
Grade C Swiss c .42 ,42 • 37 . 37 . 37 ,42 .37 
Aged Cheddar 
.59 . 59 .59 . 59 .59 . 59 .59 
aselling prices increased in $, 05 increments, 
bcrades A and B Swiss cheese reach maximum amount of production at 
·s.6o per pound, 
cGrade C Swiss cheese reaches maximum amount of production at 
~ . 52 per pound , 
produce ~hat vroduct) , Here again, a more accurate minimum wholesale 
price could be determined if the price increments were smaller. 
When the price of grades A and B Swiss cheese reach $0 . 50 per oound 
ana grade C reaches $0 .42 per pound, Swiss cheese production begins , 
But the maximum amount of production of Swiss does not occur until the 
wholesale prices are ~0 . 60 and $0 . 52 for grades A and B, and grade C 
r csnectlvel y, The other four cheese varieties reach their maximum and 
minimum production levels at the prices indicated in Table 5. 
This is another indication that the butter and powder production 
activities are somehow tied to the different cheese activities, Another 
possible exnlanation of this interaction is that different varieties of 
chees~ are denenden~ upon each other, For examole , high fat Cheddar and 
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Swiss cheese would seem to be a good comb~nation to produce, since hil'"h 
fat Cneddar requires cream and Swiss cheese requires skimmilk, If , how-
ever , only Swiss cheese were produced , the plant would have excess cream, 
and excess skimmilk, if only high fat Cheddar were produced, Therefore, 
when excess cream or skimmilk exist in the plant and/or the alternative 
uses for cream and skimmilk exhibit low profit margins , the average 
cost of producing Swiss and hi~h fat Cheddar will increase, Therefore 
the minimum wholesale price and , consequently , the nunber of vats of 
Swiss cheese to be produced, is dependent upon the alternative uses for 
the excess cream required for Swiss uroduction and the alternative uses 
for its whey, 
The fact that one minimum wholesale urice "calls" for some pro-
duction of Swiss cheese while another minimum wholesale price brings in 
the maximum amount of Swiss cheese the plant is capable of producing , 
is a good indication that different activities are interdependent, The 
minimum wholesale pr ice for ~1onterey cheese in model B is higher than 
in model A, This is another indication of this same phenomenon , 
Ontimal product mix 
for milk of each comnosition, 
considered individually 
The purpose of this analysis is to deter mine the profits and opti-
mum product mix that would result if a nlant receives milk of only one 
composition on a given day . In each one of the six examples, Tables 6 
through 11 , some market variable or plant variable is altered according 
to each table title , Each composition of milk {as defined by models 
A- ~) is considered indepenaently of all others . 
When interpreoing Tables 6 - 11 , net profit must be evaluated in the 
li.o;ht of the amount of milk the plant is able to utilize before it is 
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D E F G 
3.50 3. 70 3. 70~ 3. 70~ 
3. 32' 3. 35if J, 3571 3.35% 
NDI~ Skimmilk 
i1) , 175.57 $13 ,670 . 28 $13 , 767.91 $13 ,140,80 
1,144,068 ,6 1,130,616 . 2 1,184,895 . 9 1,104 ,461,1 
6 .08 6 , 58 6.55 6. 59 
18,491 . 7 20 ,874.3 21,121 .4 20 ,288,2 
0 0 0 0 
4.57 4 . 57 4.57 4 . 57 
10,621.7 10,750 ,6 10,750 ,6 10,750 .6 
0 0 0 0 
10,0 10,0 10.0 10 , 0 
20,754.0 21 , )61,0 21,775 . 0 20,877 . 0 
~104,01 $104 ,40 ~101 , 97 $<Jl- . 47 
1ll , O 16 , 0 16 , 0 16 , 0 
25,614 ,4 25 ,844 ,8 30 , 352 . 0 25 ,844 , 8 
4,520 , 0 4 ,560, 0 5.356 . 8 4, 560 . 0 
0 0 0 0 
6,0 6. 0 6,0 6,0 
17 ,688 . 0 18 ,430 , 2 18 , 754 . 8 17,886 .6 
3_58 .69 .;;6a , 78 m . J6 >61 , J6 
) ,82 3.85 3. 82 J, fl6 
3.855 . 7 3,883.4 3.855. 7 3.891. 5 
0 0 0 0 
43,379 . 9 47 , 025 . 2 46,564 . 1 50 ,483 . 2 
0 0 0 0 
4 . 18 4. 15 4 , 18 4 , 14 
6 ,866 . 7 6 ,821 ,4 6 ,866 . ? 6,808 . 3 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 9,095 . 0 0 
- '1;0 , 118 - ~0 . 120 - $0 , 120 - .!>0 . 120 
22,852.7 17,840 . 3 11,101. 5 13, 085 .6 
0 0 0 0 
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D E F G 
3. 50. 3. 70% 3. 70/ 3. 70-
3. 32' 3. 35% 3 . 35~ 3. 35% 
HDi4 Skimmilk 
~12 , 255 . 56 $12 , 700 . 55 ,12 ,449 . 59 tl2,431l . 71 
1, 000 ,000 1, 000 ,000 1,000 ,000 1,000 ,000 
.47 1. 55 0 2. )4 
1,433 . 1 4 ,915,4 0 7.209 . 8 
0 0 - SO . 023 0 
4 . 57 4. 57 4 . 57 4.57 
10 ,621.7 10 ,750 .6 10,750 ,6 10,750 .6 
0 0 0 0 
10 , 0 10 , 0 10,0 10 , 0 
20 ,754.0 21 , )61 , 0 21,775 . 0 20,877 . 0 
~102.11 3102 . 31 $89.48 ~97 . 41 
16 , 0 16 , 0 16 . 0 16 . 0 
25 ,614 ,4 25 ,844 .8 30 , 352 . 0 25 ,844.8 
4 ,520 , 0 4 ,560 . 0 5. 356 .8 4 , 560 . 0 
0 0 0 0 
r.o 6, 0 5.4 t.o 
17 ,688 , 0 13 ,430 . 2 16 ,1ll;.2 , 7 17 ,81lt,6 
~58 . 73 s63 . 91 0 s61 ,40 
3. 19 3. 28 3,01 3.3R 
3.215 . 0 3. 310. 9 ) ,0)9 .2 ) ,406 ,4 
0 0 0 0 
'3'· ,174 . 9 40 ,464 . 7 38 , 033 , 0 44 , 048 ,6 
n 0 0 0 
4 , 81 4 . 72 4. 99 4.62 
7 , Gll , 2 7. 754 . 8 8,197 .6 7.599 . 1 
0 0 0 0 
l 0 8 ,202 . 5 0 
-.;;493 .62 - .p0 , 119 - ~0 . 119 - $507 . 13 
26. 7')0,1 21, :..6:J,8 17 ~>54 . ~ 16 , 944 .8 
0 0 0 0 
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fj ;;: j.' G 
3. 501- 3. 70% 3. 70% 3. 70.: 
3. 32:1.. 3. 35/~ 3. 35~ 3. 35% 
NDH Skimmilk 
'>14 . 009. 08 $14 , 578 . 83 $14,617. 04 $13,895 . 7( 
1,313 , 711 ,8 1,286 ,487 . 2 1, )40,074 . 2 1,252 . 989 . 2 
12,0 12 , 0 12 . 0 12 , 0 
J{ , 516, 0 ;8 ,049.6 )8 , 710,2 15.927. 6 
0 0 0 0 
4 . 57 4.57 4 . 57 4.57 
10,(21 . 7 10 , 750, 6 10,750. 1\ 10,75n ,6 
0 0 0 0 
10 , 0 10 , 0 10 , 0 10, 0 
20 , 754 .0 21 , 151 . 0 21,775.0 20,877 . 0 
.~113 . 62 $122 . 23 $118,00 $108, 15 
1( , 0 16 , 0 16,0 16 , 0 
25 ,1;14 ,4 25 ,844 .8 30 , 352 , 0 25 ,844 . 11 
4,520 ,0 4 ,560 . 0 5. 356 .8 4 , 560. 0 
0 0 0 0 
e: .o 6, 0 ( , 0 6. 0 
17 ,688 , 0 18,430 . 2 18 ,754 . 8 17,886 ,6 
$58 . 50 ')68 ,66 $7) . 15 $61 , 16 
4 , 04 4 , 04 4,04 4 , 04 
~~.069 . 7 4 , 069. 7 4 ,069 . 7 4 ,069 . 7 
0 0 0 0 
44 . 315.5 47 ,812. 9 48 ,090 . 2 52 ,19il , J. 
0 0 0 0 
1 . sf· 1 . ~ 3. 96 3. 96 
".~17 . 7 6,517 . 7 6 ,517. 7 6 ,517. 7 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 9,817.5 0 
- ~O .ll's - $0 . 120 - p0 , 120 - $0 , 120 
21 ,537 . 1 16 ,757 . 3 8 ,442 . 9 10 ,727 . 7 
0 0 0 0 
1;,9 
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D E F G 
3 • .50'' 3. 70~· 3. 70 3. 70% 
3. 32 3. 3.5% 3.3.5% 3. 3.5'•: 
NDM Skimmilk 
)14, 312 .42 $14 ,882 .03 $14,981 . 98 $14,232 .76 
1,147 ,200 .0 1 ,133 .4<>4. 8 1,187 ,148.7 1,101 , .519.4 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-;;o . 019 - $0 . 022 - $0.023 - $0 . 020 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-$0 . 07) - :l>0 . 071 - to . o6B - 30 . o64 
18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 
37 . 357.2 38,449. 8 39. 19.5 . 0 37 • .578 .6 
0 0 0 0 
16.0 16 . 0 16 . 0 16 . 0 
2.5 .614.4 25,844 .8 30,352.0 2.5,844 . 8 
4 , 520 . 0 4 , _560 . 0 .5.3.56 .8 4 , _560 . 0 
0 0 0 0 
11. 2 11 . 5 11 .4 11 • .5 
32 .996 . 1 35 , 22.5 . 2 35 .724 .4 34 , 219.4 
0 0 0 0 
3. 99 3. 99 3. 96 4.0 
4,022 . ] 4 , 022 . 1 3. 990 . 0 4 ,032 . 1 
0 0 0 0 
48 , 374 . 9 .51 ,19.5.4 51 ,197 . 3 55 ,409 . 1 
0 0 0 0 
4 . 01 4. 01 4.o4 4. 0 
6 ,.59.5 .4 6 , 594 .4 6 ,647 . 7 6 , .579 . 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 9,647 . .5 0 
- ~0 . 118 - S0 . 120 - ~0 . 120 - $0 .120 
15 .984 . 5 12 ,1o6 . J 4 , 297 .6 6 , J12 .4 
0 0 0 0 
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D E F' c. 
3. 5o·· 3. 70 ! 3.70% 3.70:' 
3.32% 3. 35% 3.35% 3.35% 
NDM Skirnmilk 
~ 13 , 040.84 $13 ,541. 37 ~13,165 .45 313 .300.63 
1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
- ~0 .019 - $0 .022 - )0 . 023 - :;o. 020 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
- $0 . 071 - $0 . o68 - $0 .067 - $0 . 067 
18. 0 18. 0 18,0 18.0 
37 . 357.2 38 ,449 .8 39,195.0 37 .578.6 
0 0 0 0 
16. 0 16.0 16.0 16 . 0 
25 ,614 .Lf 25 ,844. 8 30 , 352 . 0 25 ,844. 8 
~~ . 520 . 0 4 , 560.0 5. 356 .8 4,560 . 0 
0 0 0 0 
5.46 6. 32 4. 18 7. 35 
16 ,101. 0 19,425. 9 13 ,o65 . 9 21 ,899.4 
0 0 0 0 
3. 34 3.41 3. 14 3. 53 
3. J6u. .8 3.435 .4 3,164 . 0 3.558 .6 
0 0 0 0 
41, 867.6 45,209.1 43 . 309.0 49, 831.2 
0 0 0 0 
4. 66 4. 59 4. 86 4.47 
7 ,667. 0 7. 551. 8 7. 994 . 2 7.350.9 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 8 , 712 . 5 0 
- $0. 117 - $0 . 119 - $0. 119 - t0.119 
20 ,024 . 1 15 ,520 . 3 10 , 950 . 9 10,075. 0 
0 0 0 0 
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D s F G 
3. 50 J,70 ),70% J , 70 
3. J2"' J , J57Z 3.357' 3. 35'!6 
ND!1 Skimmilk 
$15,620 . o6 .)16 , 280 ,19 •n6 , J37. 78 $15 , 398 . 85 
1 , )49 ,626 . 9 1,327,700 . 5 1 , J80 ,6o9. 9 1,286,959 . 3 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
->';0 , 019 - .>0 . 022 - ~0 . 023 - $0 . 020 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
- :0 , 086 - )0 , 074 - to . 071 - So.o64 
lR.o Hl . o 18 , 0 18 , 0 
37 . 357. 2 38 ,449. 8 39 ,195. 0 37 ' 578.6 
0 0 0 0 
16 , 0 16 . 0 16,0 16 . 0 
25 ,614 , 4 25 ,844 .8 JO , J52 .0 25 ,844 .8 
4 ,520 , 0 4 , 56o . o 5 . 356 .8 4 , 560 . 0 
0 0 0 0 
13 , 0 18, 0 18, 0 18. 0 
53.o64 . 0 55 ,290 .6 56 ,264 . 4 53 ,659. 8 
0 0 0 0 
4 . 04 4 , 04 4 , 04 4 , 04 
4 , o69 . 7 L.. , o69. 7 4 , o69 . 7 4, o69 . 7 
0 0 0 0 
48 , 587. 7 33 ,257. 9 )4 ,010,1 39 ,071 . 0 
0 0 0 0 
3. 91 ) . ~ 3. 91 3. 91 
6 , 517. 7 6 , 517. 7 6 , 517. 7 6 , 517 . 7 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 10,497. 5 0 
-.so . na - ~0 . 120 - $0 , 120 - ~0 . 121l 
15 ,691 . 9 1 ,832.8 2 ,155. 7 4,499.4 
0 0 0 0 
constrained by the capacity of some piece of equipment or vat. In 
addition it should be borne in mind that restraints are placed on vat 
utilization so that only certain varieties of cheese can be made in 
each , 
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Perhaps as imoortant to management as the ootimum product mix for 
a given comoosition of milk, is the marginal value oroduct (the amount 
the plant's profits will be increased or decreased if one more unit of 
a particular activi•y is produced}, The linear program routine pro-
vides, or comuutes, an MVP whenever an activity is "bound" (i .e,, the 
firm can only sell, and therefore, will only produce a certain amount 
of •hat product}, or no production occurs from that activity, Since 
there is a selling activity that corresponds with each production activi-
ty, the routine has the option to yield an MVP for the selling activity 
on a per pound basis one time, and an MVP per unit of activity another 
time . ~herefore, it should be noted in Tables A- ll, that when the '~P 
is less than 1 , 00, it has reference to the wholesale nrice of a product 
on a oer uound basis: when the value is greater than ~1.00, it has ref-
erence to the nroduction of one entire activity (i.e, , one vat of 
cheese, one churn of butter , or one hour of drying time ) . ~hese values 
are the opportunity costs , or the values associated with the alternative 
use for milk , 
The most profitable model in all comparisons i s model P (Table 11). 
In this case milk is standardized with NDM , the plant is not restricted 
in the amount of eacn product it can sell, more pasteurizer time i• 
added to the model, and the plant can purchase all the milk it desi1es . 
Whenever the nlant is at full capacity with respect to milk volume, 
model P is always the most profitable, However , if the plant is not at 
full capacity, model F is considerably less profitable than other models. 
This is understandable because there is a hi~h cost involved in con-
verting milk into NDN, Therefore, when the plant is not at full capaci-
ty, standardizing with ND11 cannot increase total yield and the costs per 
unit will increase, When the plant is at full capacity, however, total 
product _yield will increase by standardizing with NDM, and although the 
cost per pound of product must increase, the net nrofits and volume of 
milk utilized by the plant will be correspondingly higher. Skimmilk 
standardization becomes more profitable than the ND'1 standardization 
only when tne set of conditions exist which are imposed in Table 1~. 
One other point nust be made with respect to the JO hours of nas-
teurizer time per day available to the plant in Tables 8 and 11, The 
initial computer results indicated that the models were being restrained 
(the maximum volume of milk the nlant could utilize) by the capacity of 
the HTST pasteurizer . Since it is the purpose of this study to analyze 
the plant with respect to vat capacity, additional pasteurizer time 
(six hours) was added, This gives some indication of resulting plant 
conditions if a pasteurizer with greater capacity, or a second pasteur-
izer were to be installed by the firm , If more accurate results are de-
sired , a new model, reflecting the changes in pasteurizer conditions, 
must be developed , 
However , simply assuming increased pasteurizer availabilitY ner-
mits management to make certain decisions or plans , For example, the 
conditions imposed on the models to obtain the results in Tables n and 
8 are identical , except in the amount of pasteurizer time available, 
Tne nrofits for each of the seven compositions of milk in Table 8 have 
increaseQ from $498.64 "o 192&,60, over the seven corresponding compo-
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sitions of milk in ~ab e 6 . Therefore, f tne fir~ had only milk of 
one composition enterin~ the plant on a given day (the milk being any one 
of the milks defined by models A-G), the firm could afford to pay an 
estimated $498.64 to S92R .6o a day to lease or buy a larger HTST pas-
teurizer, given the market and plant conditions assumed in Tables 6 and 
8. 
A similar comparison can be made between Tables 9 and 11. When the 
marKet and plant conditions of these tables are imnosed on each model, 
the increase in profits ranges from ~729 . 06 to $1 ,)98 .16, depending on 
which model or milk composition is being considered. Tnerefore, manage-
ment can use estimated profit figures of this sort to decide whether or 
not to install a new pasteurizer, given that the average milk composi-
tion entering the nlant approximates one of the milk compositions desi~-
nated in this analysis . 
As the results indicate, the milk with greater nercentages of pro-
tein (when milk fat nercentages are tne same) is consistently more 
profitable than the milk with lower percentages of nrotein. 
Optimum product mix for 
simultaneous milk receipts 
of different compositions 
[nstead of imagining milk of only one composition entering the 
plant during a given time period, the realistic situation is "simulta-
neous" receipts of milk of differing compositions. Therefore , manage-
ment must simultaneously allocate each milk to the product, or products, 
which yield the greatest profit for the plant. Tabl es l2 and 13 con-
tain the r esults of this analysis . In Table 12, 200,000 pounds of each 
milk , as defined by models A through E, or a total of 1,000,000 nounds 
Sf'l 
mable 12 . 2~0,000 pounds of each milk , as nefined by models A tnro~h 
P , considered simultaneouslv, making a total o~ 1,000,000 
pounds of milk to be used by the nlant. The plant is only 
able to se 1 10 vats of "·lemterey and 6 vats of ap:ed Cheddar 
cheese. Net profit is Sl2,25l . 02. 




Milk fat 3. 30% 3. 30% 3. 50% 3.50"' 3. 70t ]Jroduct 
Protein 3.14% 3. 25% 3.207 3. 32' 3. 35"" 
Standardized with Cream 
Vats of Cheddar 0 0 0 0 .11 J63 . 3 
MV? (q;) 
- 17 .83 - 12.24 - 39.99 - 14 . 29 0 
'/ats of high fat 
Chenrlar 0 2.~'>3 0 1.~ 0 l0,471'>.1l 
''VP ( ') - 6 . 56 0 - 28.1'•3 0 -. 21 
Vats of ,,.,.onterey l . 'll 0 0 7 0 Jf> . ll) 20 ,602 . 9 
'l'/P (~) 0 
-. 23 -20.52 0 0 
fats of Swiss J.''iJ 2.97 9.40 0 0 29,19).4 
"VP ($) 0 0 0 
-).95 -'3.75 
Vats of aged 
Chedrlar 0 0 0 () 6 . 0 18,4)0.2 
MVP (4;) -4) .40 - 28 .81 
-54 . 33 - 24.46 0 
Churns of whey 
butter .44 . 45 . 79 .70 .75 3 .157 . 1 
".'IP (<;) 0 0 0 0 0 
Hours of whey 
powder 0 0 4 . 91 J . 85 4 .f:9 JJ,6Jl. 5 
'1~? ($) - )4 . 97 - 18 .69 0 0 0 
Churns of butter 2. 37 l. 70 . 80 0 0 8 ,005.5 
"'1P (';) 0 0 0 - 2 . 1!7 0 
H-,urs of NDM 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'IVP ($) 
- 27 0 72 - 59 . 57 - 59. 45 - 91 . }5 
iiours of blenrl 
oowder 4 . 0 4.0J 0 .72 () )0 ,092 , 'i 
'1VP (S) 0 0 -. 05 () - 9.41 
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Table 1), 250,000 pounds of each milK, as defined by mo1els A throurh 
E, considered simultaneously, making a total of 1,250,000 
pounds of milk to be used by the nlant, The olant is only 
able to sell 10 vats of Monterey and 6 vats of aged Cheddar 
cheese. Net profit is ~13 , 664 , 62 . 
Model A B c D E Pounds 
of 
"!ilk fat 3. 30 '' 3. 30'11 3. 50% 3. so<>: 3.70"' product 
Protein 3.14•! 3. 25"' 3 . 20~ 3. )2'1: 3.'3s.r 
Standardized with Cream 
Vats of Cheddar 0 3. 88 0 3. 38 2.33 29,180,"3 
lo!VP (',;) 
-3. 64 0 -21.77 0 !) 
Vats of hiRh fat 
Cheddar 0 4 . 57 () () !) 10,369.8 
'·PIP ('5) 
- 5. <jl 0 - 27.84 -6,42 -10 ,44 
Vats of 'lonterey 2 . 57 0 0 7.43 0 20,467,4 
:.•vp (~) 0 - 1.57 -17 . 91 () - 9.59 
Vats of Swiss 4.25 0 11.75 0 0 29 , 121 . 1 
MVP ($) 0 - 2 , 11\ 0 -2.15 -24.75 
Vats of ~ed 
Cheddar 0 0 0 0 6,0 18,430.2 
11'1!' 0) -29.22 - 16,60 - )6 .09 -10,16 0 
Churns of whey 
butter 
. 55 .61 . 99 , <jl ,<jl 4 , o69 . 7 
MVP (~) 0 0 0 0 0 
Hours of whey 
nowder 0 0 s.o6 5.1l7 ) .8fi 41,97f . 9 
"!'IP (~) 
-19 . 73 0 0 0 0 
Churns of butter 2 . <jl ,02 1 , 0 0 0 1\,517.7 
MVP (1;) 0 0 0 -43.74 0 
Hours of NDM 0 0 0 0 0 0 
loi'IP ($) 
-33 . 59 - 82 .6R - 33 . 55 -157 . 95 
Hnurs of blend 
powder 5 . 0 2 , 21 0 0 !) 24 .781 , 8 
M'IP 0) 0 0 -19. 87 0 -46 .63 
of mi k, are simultaneously allocated to the various products, The 
daily profit is ~12 ,251.92 . 
6o 
Since the market and plant conditions assumed in Table 7 are identi-
cal to those in 1able 12, a comparison can be made , For example, sup-
pose the plant receives , in rotation over a five day period, 1,000,000 
nounds of each milk composition (A-E) . The sum of the five day net 
profits of models A through E from Table 7 equals ;58 , 925.91 , When 
)12 ,251. 92 (Table 12) is multiplied by 5 , the net five day profit equals 
$61 , 259. 60 , The difference between the two is $2 ,))),69 in favor of the 
policy represented by Table 12 , This is a 4~ increase in net orofits 
for the five dav period, Therefore , the olant is better off receivi~ 
milk of different compositions each day and simultaneously allocating 
each composition to its most profitable products, 
When the volume of milk is increased to 1,250 ,000 pounds (Table lJ) 
certain changes occur in the allocation patterns of milk , All the hiRh 
fat Cheddar is produced with milk from composition B rather than B ann 
D, as occurs in Table 12 . The milk for Honterey cheese is slightly 
varied from Table 12. The milk from composition E is transferred to 
composition A, All 16 vats of Swiss cheese are produced with milk from 
models A and C, whereas in Table 12 , milk from models A, B, and C is 
used, The milk for aged Cheddar comes f rom model E in both Tables 12 
and 1) , The extra 250,000 oounds of milk used in Tabl e 13 is allocated 
to the nroduc tion of Cheddar cheese, 
Comparing ohe nounds of product oroduced reveals that the only 
variation in cheese production is due to the differences in yield of 
each milk compos ition. ~he pounds of Cheddar cheese increase because 
tha• i s where the extra ?50 ,0~0 pounds of milk is allocated in Table 13. 
lil 
~her changes are: outnut of whey butter and whey powder increase (the 
volume of whey increases due to increased production of Cheddar cheeseS) 
and butter and blend nowder decrease, transferring the milk required for 
their oroduction to Cheddar cheese, 
Numerous other slight alterations of this basic linear pr~ram 
routine might make the results more realistic or adaptable to any exist-
in~ plant situation , For example, managements can predict fairly accu-
ratly the milk composition of each producer and, consequently, the 
nroportion of each milk composition that will enter the nlant durin~ any 
Fiven day or week, Therefore, they can designate in advance, which 
cheese should be made from each tank of milk , 
Since dye-binding has been approved for determining the percent 
nrotein in milk, it is even more realistic to test for orotein just as 
a olant tests for milk fat at the beginninR of each day and then allo-
cate the milk to the production activities of that day on the basis of 
the milk fat ann protein tests, 
Relative value of milk 
for different guanti•ies 
used by the olant 
The final area that has interest for management is a comparison of 
the MVP of milk, for given quantities rather than qualities, While this 
is not a study of milk pricing, interesting aspects of relative milk 
values are s hown in Tables 14 and 15, Table 14 assumes that all quan-
tities of each variety the plant can produce can be sold, Some market 
5stnce the butter churn is being used at full capacity in Table 12, 
~nrl the whey cream available for whey cream butter production is in-
cre.3.sed in Table 1}, and there is an alternative use available for the 
~il~ (Cheddar cheese) from which the sweet cream comes, the trans~Pr of 
milk from butter and blend powder oroduction to Cheddar cheese pro-
duction occurs , 
Table 14 . The r /08 oer pound of milk for each o~ +he seven .,odels. It is assumed th"t the firm can sell 
any and all the varieties of cheese it desires . 
r-:odel A B c D E F c 
Milk fat ).10" J . JO% ) . 50~ ) . 50~ 3.7~ ) . 70~ J . 70~ 
Protein 3. 14- 3 . 25~ 3. 2()-~ 3. 32~ 3. 35"' 3. 35% 3. 35"( 
Standardized with Cream ND'I Skimm1lk 
Lbs . m lk !'; <I; $ r. 1; $ 
100 , 000 . o.sR74 . 05959 • o6159 . o6207 , 06)88 ,06355 . o636A 
200 , 000 • 05874 . 05950 . o6J ~9 . o6207 . 0638R . nl1 355 . 06368 
300 ,000 . 05374 . 0595° , Q6 l t;O . 06207 . "6J88 . ofi355 .n6J6A 
400 , 000 . 05805 . 05929 . o6097 • 06125 ,06304 .o6176 ,o6Jil4 
5oo , ooo . 05805 . 05903 . ol10"7 . 06125 . o6304 , 06176 , o6J04 
600 , 000 , 05805 . 05903 .06097 . o6125 . o6)04 . o6176 • o6304 
700 , 000 . 05A05 • 05903 , o6097 . o6125 . o6304 . o6176 .o6J04 
800 , 000 . 05699 , 05715 . 05850 .05850 . o6017 . o6176 . o60l7 
900 , 000 • 05132 . 05363 .05500 . 05625 . 05905 . 05875 . 05818 
1,000 , 000 .05182 • 05363 . 05500 • 05625 . 05905 . n5875 . 058lfl 
1, 100 , 000 . 02449 , 02110 . oo64o . 01906 . 01609 . 01732 . 00872 
1 , 200 , 000 , 00326 , 00558 ,00640 . 0075(' . 01028 . ooct>1 ,00872 
1 , 300 , 000 0 . 00558 0 , 00353 0 . 00404 0 
1 ,400 , 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a The i1VF of milk is the value of the last pound of milk used in production . This i s , in part, a 
function of the llrice per pound of mil v the ph.nt pa'!S the farm ,.,roducer. 
"' N 
abl"' 15. Tne ~/Pa uer nound of milk for each of the seven models . It is assumed that the firm can sell 
only 10 vats ~f f.lonterey cheese and 6 vats of aged Cheddar cheese for each model . 
'~odeJ A B c D E F G 
0:11~ .cat. J , JO<l1 J , J()'!l ) . 50<;! J.sor ) .70':' ) .70t ) .70cJ 
Protein ).14"1: ) . 25% ) . 20% ) . )2~ 3. 35'1: ) .35% 3. 35 ~ 
Standardized with Cream NDM Skimmilk 
Lbs . milk ;t :t; $ $ $ t $ 
100 , 000 .05874 .05959 , o6159 . on207 .o6)88 . o6355 .o6)68 
200 ,000 • 05805 . 05959 • 06159 , 06207 , 06388 . 06355 . o6)68 
300 , 000 • 05805 , 05903 , o6159 ,o6125 • 06304 • o6176 .o6304 
400 , 000 ,05805 , 05903 , 06097 . 06125 .o6304 . o6176 .06304 
500 , 000 . 05805 . 05903 . o6097 .o6125 . o6)04 . o6176 . o6304 
600 ,000 • 05699 . 05715 . 05850 . 05850 . o60l7 . o0176 . o60l7 
700 , 000 • 05699 . 05715 . 05850 . 05850 . 05919 • o60l7 . 05919 
800 , 000 . 05182 . 05523 . 05616 . 05734 . 05919 .05919 .05818 
900 , 000 . 05012 . 05363 . 05500 . 05625 . 05905 .05875 ,05818 
1 ,000 , 000 . 05012 .05J03 . 052fl8 ,05390 ,05639 , 05875 . 05568 
1,100,000 . cY-l-977 . 05132 . 05253 . 05)62 .05605 • 05556 . 05533 
1 ,200 , 000 . 04038 . 05132 . 04090 .04090 .o41S8 .05556 . n4158 
1,300 ,000 .04038 . 04055 . 04090 .04090 .04158 • 04158 .03159 
1,400 , 000 • 02906 . 04042 , 02891 , 02891 .02891 . 02903 . 02891 
a'The •wo of milk is the value nf the last pound of milk used in production . This is, in par t, a 
function of the price per pound of milk the plant nays the farm producer. 
w 
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constraints are incroduced in Table 15. The pounds of milk are in-
creased in 100,000 pound increments and an MVP (the value of the last 
pound of mi lk) is given, It stands to reason that MVP for the lOO,OOOth 
pound of milk is greater than that for the 1,600,000th pound because it 
goes into a much more profitable produc t , 
Attention should be directed to models C and D where the milk fat 
percentages are the same but the protein percentage varies for the two 
models . When the volQme of milk is 800 ,000 pounds in Table 14 and 
600 , 000 and 700,000 nounds in Table 15, the relative milk values are the 
same for both models. This occurs because under the plant conditions 
imposed for this study, the optimal allocation of milk is to blend oow-
der and sweet cream butter, The relative advantage the high protein 
milk has in cheese production no longer exists and therefore, the values 
for the two milks are the same, The next 100,000 pounds of milk the 
plant uses are allocated to cheese production, and once again , the high 
protein milk has a higher value, This is significant because most 
cheese plants are involved in butter and powder processes, This further 
verifies that the phenomenon , or interaction, which has apoeared in this 
study is really a combination of alternative uses for the milk, This 
condition does not occur for models A and B. 
After the plant utilizes 1,000,000 pounds of milk, the relative 111/P 
values in Table 14 decrease much more rapidly than in Table 15, The 
reason for this is because in Table 14 the model is forced to use all 
the whey, "When the whey is in excess of plant capacity, yet the plant 
is forced to use the whey, a value for the excess whey is charged against 
tne model , Since ~he value per pound of whey and the actual pounds of 
whey in excess are given, the model has created a basis for considering 
the feasibility of purchasing a larger dryer. 
,iven the standardization problem of models E, F, and G, it can be 
observed that the relative value of milk is greatest for no standardi-
zation , At lower quantities of milk it is more nrofitable to standar-
dize with skimmilk than with ND~. However, at larger quantities of 
milk , where all vats are filled to near capacity, it becomes more profit-
able to standardize with NDM. This further verifies the results from 
Tables 6-11, where the model standardized with NDM is the most profit-
able model when the plant is at full capacity, but less profitable than 
other models when it is not at full capacity . 
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SUMMArt Y A lD CONCLUSION 
Linear programming has been used extensively in recent years by 
managers of many industries as a tool for allocating resources, Since 
cheese production is a function of the amount of milk fat and protein 
in cheese milk, cheese plants conceptually are suitable for linear pro-
~rammin~ . There are other activities which man~ers of cheese plants 
are concerned with, such as butter, nowder, and whey disposal. Each of 
these augments the need to consider linear programming. 
The key to setting up a functional linear urogram model is in the 
ability to nredict outnut or yield coefficients. Many equations have 
been developed to predict cheese yield but were not employed in this 
study for several reasons: (a) Recently acid orange 12 was approved as 
a dye-binding chemical for determining nrotein percentage in fluid milk. 
This has the potential of becoming the rapid, inexpensive "nrotein" 
counterpart to the Babcock procedure in monitoring milk fat , (b) The 
equations of earlier researchers were limited to Cheddar cheese and, 
therefore, would not satisfy all the needs of the study , (c) There were 
no statistical test data reported by other researchers to indicate how 
well their equations would nredict yields, 
Operators of Cache Valley Dairy, Hi -Lanrt Dairy's Richmond, Utah 
nlant, and Utah State Universitv ' g Dairv Products Laboratory were very 
cooperacive in making their plants available for study purposes, From 
each of these plants, samples of milk, and cheese from that milk , were 
obtained for milk fac and protein analysis. '{ield equations were de-
rived by correlating the total pounds of milk fat and protein with total 
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pounds of cheese solids, Cost data were also obtained from these plants 
but were altered slightly for the purpose of disguising the cost struc-
ture of these plants . Wholesale prices employed were the wholesale 
prices per pound of product received by the plants during the period 
under study. 
Five varieties of cheese (Cheddar, aged Cheddar, '·lonterey, Swiss, 
and high fat Cheddar) were used as activities in the linear program 
matrix . other activities employed , or products produced by the olant, 
were sweet cream butter, whey cream butter, ND'4, whey powder, and blend 
powder (contains 50~ skimmilk solids and 50/ whey skim solids), Since 
it was impossible to obtain accurate weights and measurements for the 
butter and powder activities, it was assumed that 100% of the solids 
were recovered in the powder activities, 99% of the milk fat in sweet 
cream was recovered in butter, and 97.2% of the milk fat in whey cream 
was recovered in whey butter, 
There are different amounts of milk fat and protein recovered in 
the whey from each variety of cheese. However , this study monitored 
only the whey from Cheddar cheese as it flowed from whey to whey butter, 
whey powder , and blend powder, Cheddar cheese whey was used because 
the emphasis on collectin~ data was on Cheddar, and because the amount 
of milk fat and protein in the different wheys is relatively constant . 
Seven models were develoned for this study, Each of the models 
were identical except for the milk fat and protein percentages of the 
tnput milk , or that identical milks were standardized by different means , 
Each of the seven models , therefore, had different yield coefficients, 
Five areas were examined as means of cesting the effects of linear 
programming as an ain to managers for making decisions in a cheese plant, 
The five areas (in terms of milk composition), were as follows: 
(a) The maximum price management could pay for milk to produce 
a given cheese, 
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(b) The minimum wholesale price for which management could sell 
a pound of cheese and still cover variable costs. 
(c) The optimum product mix under various market and plant con-
ditions when each composition of milk was considered individ-
ually, 
(d) The proper allocation of different compositions of milk 
simultaneously entering the plant. 
(e) The relative value of milk for different quantities used by 
the plant. 
It was found that the hypothetical plant was better off having 
small amounts of different compositions of milk entering the plant 
simultaneously , while allocating each milk to the activity it is most 
suited to , than to have large quantities of each milk composition enter 
the nlant on separate days so that each milk must be individually dom-
inate to each day's production, In fact, with the facilities and con-
ditions imposed on this study, a net income of ~2 ,333, 69 could be real-
ized from each 5 million pounds of milk allocated simultaneously per 
day rather than in rotation by days , 
Tables f through ll illustrate that at different quantities of 
milk and levels of plant capacity, different production policies should 
be followed, When the plant was at full capacity and excess milk was 
still available , it was better to standardize the c'1eese milk with NDH, 
than to not standardize the milk at all, or to use skimMilk for stand-
ardization nuruoses, However, when the plant was not being utilized to 
full capacity, it was considerably more profitable to not standardize 
at all, ~hese same results were repeated in Tables 14 and 15 where the 
relative values of the different milks were analyzed, Again, when the 
plant reaches near capacity levels, the relative value of the NDI1 stand-
ardized milk was greater than the relative values of the other milks. 
At several places in the Results, it appeared that there were in-
consistencies because milk with a low protein percentage was as valuable 
as milk with a high protein percentage when the milk fat tests were 
identical , Beginning with Table 4, the firm could afford to pay more 
for the low protein milk represented by model C than for the high protein 
percentage milk reoresented by model D. In Table 5, the minimum whole-
sale price per pound of Monterey cheese is less for model A than model 
B. Also in Table 5, Swiss cheese had one minimum wholesale price to be-
gin proauction and another minimum wholesale price for maximum production, 
Tn Tables 14 and 15, there were occasions when the relative values of the 
milk represented in models C and D were equal , 
Given the apparent inconsistent results, there may be some question 
whether or not there is only one cost in producing an individual product . 
But it has already been explained that the maximum price payable for 
Swiss cheese milk varies according to the alternative uses of the excess 
cream, or the excess skimmilk , in the case of high fat Cheddar , 
When a closer examination was made of the computer results , it was 
observed that in each "inconsistent" case, the production of butter and 
blend powder was large or increasing, It is, therefore concluded, that 
the alternative uses for cream , skimmilk, and whey, or more specifically, 
the combination of alternative uses for cream , skimmilk, and whey have 
a very significant effect on the value of milk used primarily for the 
oroduction of cheese. 
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The same resulcs a nd conclusions drawn from this study could also 
be obtained by traditional accounting or budgetin~ apnroaches . However, 
the ability to simultaneously analyze many activities , plus the versa-
tility available in makin~ the analysis with linear programmin~, is very 
beneficial to managers in decision making . 
This study considered only five areas that should benefit cheese 
nlant man~ers in decision makin~ . (me area that holds preat potential 
is in planninF for new equinment and facilities , By creatin~ a linear 
nroFram for the hynothesized facilities , it becomes nossible to deter-
':line the nrofitability of orooosed chan~es and to make certain that the 
plant caoacity is constrained in the proper ar eas . 
Anotner decision area that could be beneficial to man~ers is to 
introduce a time series analy~is on the volume of milk which will enter 
a nlant over a period of time , Belative changes in market conditions 
could also be easily introduced . 
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Table 16. Cheddar cheese data and regression equations 
Pounds % Pounds 7'/ Pounds Pounds % Pounds '"1- Pounds ~ Pounds a Protein ,'-'; 
milk milk fat milk fat nrotein Erotein cheese milk fatmilk fat nrotein protein moisture solids milk fat F,D . t1 . 
30,530 3.30 1007.5 3.24 989.2 2927. 5 31.40 919.1 25.62 751.0 38 . 5 1800,4 . 983 .510 30 ,461 3. 30 1005 . 2 3.15 959 . 5 2954.0 31.27 923.7 24.70 729.6 37. 6 1843. 9 . 955 .500 
29,775 3.30 982.6 3. 24 964 . 7 2876.0 32.00 920 . 3 25.15 723.3 36. 0 1840,6 .983 .500 30,392 3. 30 1002 . 9 3.27 993 . 8 2825.0 31.55 891.3 25.70 726.0 37.5 1767.0 .963 .505 
30,014 3.4o 1020.5 3.10 930 .4 2896.0 32. 62 944.7 24.25 702.3 36.7 1834.0 . 912 .515 30,048 3.40 1021.6 3.20 961 . 5 2931.0 32 . 19 94-3 . 5 24.65 722. 5 38 . 0 1818.4 .94-2 . 518 
29,707 3.40 1010 . 0 3.11 923.9 2837 .0 32 . 32 916 . 9 23 .90 678. 0 37. 0 1787.6 .915 .514 30,254 3.40 1028.6 3. 16 956 . 0 2855.0 31.35 895 .0 25. 35 723 . 7 ]8.0 1769.0 • 928 .506 
29, 808 3.50 1043. 3 3.13 933 . 0 2926.0 32 .48 950.4 24. 35 712.5 37.0 1842.2 .895 . 517 30,667 3.40 1042 . 7 3.13 959. 9 2880.0 32 . 37 932.3 24 . 35 701 . 3 37 . 0 1814 .4 .922 .514 
29,775 3.40 1012.4 3. 23 961.7 2867.0 32 . 34 927.2 24. 95 715 . 3 36.9 1809.6 .951 . 513 30,117 3. 50 1054.1 3. 18 957 . 7 2964.0 32.88 974 .6 25.15 745.4 }6 . 7 877 . 7 .910 . 518 
30,117 3. 50 1054 .1 3. 27 984.8 3026 . 0 31. 66 958 . 0 25.50 771 .6 37.4 18<)4- . 0 .935 .505 30,383 3.4o 1033. 0 3. 21 975 . 3 2872 . 0 32 .19 924 . 5 26 . 15 751 . 0 36 . 3 1830.6 .945 .506 
29,707 3. 30 980 . 3 3. 17 941 . 7 2791 . 0 31 .84 888 .6 25.10 700 . 5 37 . 7 1739. 9 .960 . 510 30 , 048 3. 35 1006.6 3.11 934 . 5 2785 . 0 32 . 26 898.4 25.30 704 .6 37 .4 1743 . 7 . 928 . 515 
29,300 J .ti5 1010 .8 3. 13 917 .1 2870 . 0 32 . 00 918.4 24 . 95 716.1 37 .8 1786 . 3 .9o6 .513 29 ,571 3. 35 990 .6 3. 08 910 .8 2746.0 31.99 878.4 25.40 697 . 5 }6. 3 1750.6 . 918 .502 
29,843 3. 30 984 .8 3.06 913.2 2776.0 31.85 884 . 2 25.15 698 . 2 37 . 3 1740.8 .927 . 508 29,911 3. 45 1031 . 9 3.17 948.2 2843.0 32 . 78 931.9 25.50 725 0 36 .8 1797 .1 .918 .518 
29 ,605 3.30 977 . 0 3. 13 926.6 2682 . 0 31.65 848 .8 25 . 70 689. 3 37.9 1664.7 . 949 .510 30 , 392 3.35 1018 , 1 3.13 951 . 3 2932.0 31.50 923 .6 25 . 35 743 . 3 38 . 0 1819.0 . 934 . 510 
29,436 3.40 1000 ,8 3. 11 915 . 5 2776.0 31 . 91 885 .8 25 .60 710 . 7 37 .1 1745 .8 .914 . 507 29,707 3.35 995 .2 3.05 906 ,1 2789 .0 32.08 894.7 25.40 708 .4 36 .8 1762 .4 . 910 . 507 
29,503 3.40 1003.1 3. 14 926 .4 2784 . 0 31.50 877 . 0 25 . 70 715 . 5 36 .8 1758.4 . 924 .500 29,673 3. 30 979.2 3. 05 905 . 0 2778 . 0 31 . 23 867.6 25 . 15 698 .7 37.7 1731 . 5 . 924 .501 
29,469 3. 30 972 . 5 3. 04 895 . 9 2755.0 31 . 79 875 .8 25.10 691.5 38. 1709.5 . 922 . 513 31 ,200 3.29 1026. 5 3. 32 1035 .8 3105 . 0 30 .60 950 . 0 24 . 14 749.4 39 . 7 1872. 9 1. 010 .507 
30, 800 3. 29 1013.3 3.32 1022 .6 3231 . 0 29 . 35 948.1 24.02 77f. . 2 41 .1 1902.4 1. 010 .498 30,200 3. 29 993.6 3. 32 1002 ,6 3102 , 0 28 . 74 891.2 23.9 741.5 41.3 1820 . 2 1,010 .490 
29,900 3.44 1028.6 3.31 989 . 7 2957. 0 32 . 34 955 . 9 25.00 739. 5 38 . 7 1811 .5 .96n .528 30 ,700 3.31 1016 . 2 3. 34 1025 .4 3141, 0 30.85 969. 0 24 .10 756 .8 39.9 1888,4 1. 010 .513 
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Table 16. Continued 
Pounds '# Pounds % Pounds Pounds % Pounds % Pounds ~ Pounds a Protein 
milk milk fat milk fat Erotein urotein cheese milk fat milk fat protein protein moisture solids milk fat F.D.M. 
30,100 3.31 9~.3 3. J4 1005.3 3105.0 '30 . 33 941.7 24, 62 764 .4 40.1 1859.0 1.010 . 507 30,400 3.31 1006 . 2 3.34 1015.4 3161.0 30.20 954.6 24.35 769.6 41.1 1862.8 1.010 .512 
29,800 3.54 1054.9 3.35 998 . 3 3098.0 31.95 990 . 0 23 .83 738.1 39.7 1869.6 .950 . 529 30,100 3.54 1065.5 3.35 1008 .4 3130 .0 32.14 1005.9 23.36 731.2 39.3 1899.3 .950 . 530 
31,000 3.48 1078 .8 3. 35 1038 .5 3301.0 31.78 1048.6 23.76 784.3 39.6 1992.8 .960 .526 
30,800 3. 14 967.1 3.35 1031. 8 2998.0 29.66 889.3 25.22 756.3 39.3 1820.4 1.070 .488 
31,100 3.14 976 .5 3. 35 1041.8 3029.0 29.54 894 .4 24 .84 752.4 39.9 1821.0 1.070 .491 30,6oo 3.14 950 .8 3.35 1025 . 1 )082.0 28.58 880 .8 24.88 766.7 41.2 1813.4 1.070 ,486 
30, 800 3. Ao 1108 .8 3.30 1016 .4 )161. 0 32. 65 1032.1 24.92 787 . 7 37.2 1985.4 • 917 .520 
30,400 3.71 1127.8 3.28 997.1 3160.0 33.50 1058.6 25.50 05.8 36.8 1997. 1 . 884 .530 
30,800 3.79 1167.3 3.33 1025. 6 3196 .3 33.20 1061.2 25.25 807.0 36.8 2020.7 .879 .525 
30,200 3. 89 1174.8 3.32 1002. 6 3137.8 32.78 1028.6 25.30 793.8 J8.5 1929.7 .850 .533 
30,400 3. 83 1164 .3 3.33 1012.3 31~.8 32 .40 1035.7 25.46 813. 9 36 .7 2022.9 . 869 . 512 30,300 3. 72 1127.2 3.33 1009.0 3161 .7 33.14 1047. 8 26.25 829.9 36.2 2018.7 . 895 .5l9 
29,700 3. 80 1128.6 3.32 986.0 3157.0 33.47 1056 .6 26.42 8]4 ,1 36.2 1015.7 . 874 . 524 30,300 3.79 1110.5 3.33 975.7 3168 .5 33.40 1058. 3 26. 65 845 . 0 35.8 2033.2 . 879 . 521 
30,300 3. 61 1093.8 3.30 1000.0 3135. 8 33.32 1044 ,8 27.04 847 .9 35. 8 2014.1 • 914 . 519 
Total pounds cheese solids = -240. 635 + 1.184(milk fat) + o.888(protein ) 
R2 = 0.849 
df "" (2,461 
F = 129. 07 
SE = 37.59 pounds 
Total pounds milk fat in cheese = - 100 ,62 + 1,0120(milk fat) 
R2 "" 0. 835 
Total pounds urote·n in cheese= 45 . 36 + 0.7193(protein) 
R2 = 0,484 
!Total uounds cheese solids 
Significant at ,01 level of significance 
Table 17 . High fat Cheddar cheese data and regression equations 
Pounds % ?ounds % Pounds Pounds % 
milk milk fat milk fat Erotein protein cheese milk fat 
20 ,100 4 . 71 ~.7 3.22 647.2 2333 . 0 37.25 
20,200 4 . 71 951,4 3.22 650.4 2340 . 0 37 .24 
19,900 4 . 71 937 . 3 3.22 640 .8 2355.0 37.20 
19,800 4 .40 8?1.2 3.30 653 .4 2279.0 35 .61 
20,000 4,40 880.0 3.30 660 .0 2319.0 35.60 
21,000 4 ,40 924.0 3.30 693 . 0 2463 . 0 35.43 
20,400 4 . 63 944.5 3. 34 681.4 2366,0 }6.43 
20 ,800 4 .6 3 Sb3 . 0 3. 34 6Cj.+. 7 2402.0 }6 .67 
20,200 4 . 63 935 . 3 3. 34 6?4.7 2333.0 }6. 73 
Total pounds cheese solids= - 108, 8?4 + 0. 8?0(milk fat) + l . l38(protein ) 
R2 = 0. 9'-1-5 
df = (2, 61 
F = 51.20 
SE = 11.24 pounds 
Total pounds milk fat in cheese = 208.94 + o.699?(milk fat) 
R2 = 0, 869 
Total pounds protein in cheese = - 3.48 + 0.?649(protein) 
R2 = .781 
aTotal nounds cheese solids 
*significant at .01 level of s ignificance 
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Pounds =~ Pounds % Pounds a Protein 
milk fat Erotein nrotein moisture solids milk fat F. D. ~!. 
868 .6 21.43 500,0 38 . 0 1446.9 . 684 ,600 
871.5 21.05 492.7 38.1 1447 .5 . 684 .602 
8?6 . 0 20.93 492 .9 38 .6 1445.0 ,684 . 606 
811.7 21.50 490 . 0 38.7 13Sb .1 • 750 . 581 
825 . 8 21,02 487.3 39.6 1401 ,4 .?50 .589 
872 .8 21. 69 534.3 40 , 0 1477.1 .750 . 591 
862 .2 21. 56 510,1 37 . 2 1487,0 .721 .sAo 
880 , 13 21.93 526 ,8 }6. 7 1519.7 . 721 . 580 
856 . 8 22.33 521,0 }6 ,0 1493 . 0 • 721 . 574 
Table 18 . ~1onterey cheese data and equations 
Pounds % Pounds % Pounds Pounds % Pounds 
milk milk fat milk fat Erotein -protein cheese milk fatmilk fat 
18, 9YI- 3.43 649. 0 3.33 630 .5 1885.0 29.0 546.6 
18,828 3.46 651 .4 3.30 621 .3 1845.0 29.5 544.3 
19,464 3.53 687.1 3. Y-1- 650 .1 2063.0 28.0 577 .6 
19,093 3.57 681.6 3.26 622 .4 2023.0 29.0 586.7 
19,146 3.60 689. 3 3.30 631 . 8 2091.0 29.5 592.8 
19,676 3.50 688 . 7 3.38 665.0 2076.0 28. 5 591.7 
19,728 3.47 684.6 3.30 651.0 1~8.0 29.1 571.8 
19.500 3.50 682.5 3.32 647.4 1995.0 28.~ 574.8 
Total pounds cheese solids= -266,730 + 4.05l(milk fat) -2.087(protein) 
R2 = 0.841 
df = (2 , 51 
F = 13.21 
SE = 28.17 pounds 
Total pounds cheese solids= 84.7%(milk fat) + 72.l%(protein)+ 
0.986%(total solids other than milk fat and protein) 
Total pounds milk fat in cheese = -141,4451 + l.056l(milk fat) 
R2 = 0. 873 
Total pounds protein in cheese = 145.2710 + 0.4938(nrotein ) 
R2 = 0.127 
aTotal nounds cheese solids 
*Significant only at .05 level of significance 
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% Pounds % Pounds a Protein 
Erotein Erotein moisture solids milk fat F.D. N. 
22.46 423.4 43.1 1072.6 .971 .510 
23.60 435.4 42.9 1053.5 .954 . 517 
22.28 459.6 45.4 1127.4 . 9+6 .512 
23.21 469.5 41,4 1185.5 .913 .495 
23.05 482,0 40.6 1242. 5 • 917 .477 
22.30 462.9 44.5 1152.6 . ~6 .513 
23.99 472.2 42.2 1137.3 .951 . 503 
24.32 485,1 42.8 1142.1 1,126 . 503 
Table 19. Swiss cheese data ann regression equations 
Pounds 't Pounds % Pounds Pounds % 
milk milk f at milk fat Erotein nr ot ein cheese milk fat 
21 ,824 2.80 624 . 2 ) . 16 689 .6 177). 5 27 . 5 
21 ,771 2.91 6JJ , 5 3. 19 694 . 5 1852 . 8 27 . 5 
21 ,771 2.8) 616 . 1 ) , 20 696 . 7 1802 . 5 27 . 0 
21 ,771 2.87 624 .8 ) . 20 696 . 7 1804 . 8 27 . 0 
21 ,877 2.86 625 . 7 ) . 22 704 .4 1848 , 0 28 . 0 
21 ,771 2.87 624 .8 ) . 19 694 . 5 1761,0 2fl.O 
22,299 2.86 6)7. 7 ) . 15 702 .4 1870.5 27.5 
22 ,299 2. 92 651 . 1 ) . 19 711 . ) 1827.2 28.0 
22,404 2.84 6)6 . J ) . 19 714 . 7 18)).6 27.5 
22 . 352 2. 81 628 .1 3.10 692 . 9 1800 . 0 27.5 
22 ,404 2. 91 652 . 0 3.20 716 . 9 1844 . 5 2fl,O 
Total pounds cheese solids 124 . )78 + 0.32J(milk fat) + l , lO)(protein) 
n2 = 0 . )84 
df = (2 ,8l 
F = 2,807 
SE = 18 . 24 pounds 
Total pounds milk f at in cheese - - 26 . 1919 + o. 8J69(milk fat) 
R2 = 0.541 
Total pounds pr ot ein in cheese = -81 . 0670 + 0. 8398(protein) 
R2 = 0. 554 
aTotal oounds cheese solids 
*Not si"nificant at . 05 level of si~nificance 
ounds % Pounds c' Pounds2 Protein 
milk fat nrotein urote i n moisture solids milk fat F. D. " · 
488 . 0 27 .44 !;.86,.; 39.? 1067 .( 1. 105 .4)7 
509. 5 27.43 508. 2 39.8 1115.4 1.096 .457 
486 . 7 27.75 500 . 2 39.4 1092. 3 1. 131 .446 
48? . 3 28 . 30 510 .8 30,6 1090 . 1 1. 115 .447 
517 .4 27 . 90 515 .6 39.2 1123.6 1. 126 .400 
493 .1 28 . 15 495 . 7 39.4 1067 .2 1. 112 .462 
514 ,1• 27 .87 521 . 3 39.6 1129.8 1.101 .455 
511.6 28 . 12 513 .8 39.4 1107. 3 1.092 .4h2 
504 . 2 28 . 02 513 .8 39.6 1107. 5 1. 12) .455 
495 .0 27.92 502 .6 39.h 1090 .8 1,103 .454 
116 . 5 28 . 10 518. ) 39.6 1114 . 1 1. 100 .464 
Table 20 . Labor and equipment requirements per unit of activity in 
hours 
Cneddar High fat "onterey Swiss 
cheese Cheddar cheese cheese 
LABOfl 
i·lilk pasteurizer 
and separator ,60 ,40 .40 .44 
Damrow make vats 2,0 
Damrow cheddaring vats 10 ,0 
High fat Cheddar 
and 11onterey vats 12 , 0 9. 0 
Swiss vats 3.43 
Wranping the cheese 3.75 2. 95 2.63 3.26 
Curing the Swiss cheese 1.0 







and separator ,60 ,40 ,40 ,1.+4 
Damrow make vats ) . 0 
Damrow cheddari ng vats 4,0 
High fat Cheddar 
and l'.onterey vats 7. 0 4 , 0 




Aged Whey Whey 
Cheddar separate butter 
, 60 
2 , 0 
10 , 0 
).75 
, 60 
) , 0 
4,0 
J , O 
,68 
2 . 0 
Whey Milk 
powder separate 
1 , 0 
. fl9 
1,0 
1 , 0 
.89 
1 , 0 
Butter 





1 , 12 1, ()() 
1 , 0 1 ,0 
1,12 l.o6 
1 . 0 1 , 0 
Table 21 , Model A (3 . )0~ milk fat and J , l4 ~ nrotein) shows the flow of whole milk, milk fat, 
and nrotein through the cheese nlant , Tnouts to the activities are oositive and 
outputs are negative , 

Table 22. Model B {) . )0~ milk fat , ) . 25 ~ nrotein, and standardized with cr eam) shows the 
flow of whole ~ilk , nilk fat , and protein through the cheese plant, Inputs to 
the activities are positive and outputs are negative , 
Cheddar High fat Monterey Swiss Whey '1ilk Blend 
cheese owder seoarate Butter ND'1 owder 
Milk 29,/ 50,000 
( iilk fat) (987) (1650) 
(Prot ein) (972) (1625) 
Cheese 
- 2 , 9SJ 
(Hilk fat) (925) 
(Protein) (746) 
Sweet cream 95 ,6 -4 , 125 ),)20 
(Milk fat) (38) (1650) (1)28) 
(Protein) (2) (8J) 
Skimmilk 2 , )86 . 3 -45,875 47,223 19,097 
(Protein) (80) (1542) (1587) (642) 
Butter -1,644 
(Milk fat) (1307) 
NDI1 -4 , 250 
(Protein) (1.587) 
Whey - 27 , 037 -17,732 - 17 . 975 -19, 954 -27,129 27,lo6 
(Milk fat) (101) (70) (105) (131) (101) (95) 
(Protein) (2::>8) (154) (181) (195) (228) (227) 
Whey cream -379. 6 3. 320 
(l·lilk fat) (95) (830) 
(Protein) (2, J) (22) 
Whey skim -2h ,811) 37.708 25. 924 
(Protein) (224) (315) (217) 
Whey butter -1,009 
(Milk fat) (807) 
Whey powder - 2 ,500 
(Protein) (Jl5) 
Blend powder -J,4}8 
(Protein) (858) 
Protein/ 
milk fat .950 .690 . 950 1 , 111 . 950 
F.D.M. . 503 , 601 , SOl .457 . 503 
'!( Protein 12.6 7.2 25.0 
"' '-D 
Table 23 . Hodel C (3, 50~ milk fat and 1. 20% protein) shows the flow of whole mUk, milk fat., 
and nroteln through the cheese plant, Inouts to the activities are oositive and 
outputs are negative, 
Cheddar High fat Monterey Swiss Aged <hey Whey J1i1k Blend 
cheese Cheddar cheese cheese Cheddar se owder seoarate :SUtter NDI1 owder 
'·\ilk 30 o000 19o 10 20,000 1 o057 30o000 50o000 
('lilk fat) (1050) (679) (700) (632) (1050) (1750) 
(Protein) (960) (621) (640) (578) (960) (1600) 
Cheese 
- 2 0 991 -2o 235 - 2o039 - lo830 - 2 o898 
(Milk fat) (953) (849) (593) (503) (953) 
(Protein) (736) (481) (461) (511) (736) 
Sweet cream 590 -40 375 3o 320 
(l·lilk fat) (2)6) (1750) (1328) 
(Protein) (11.8) (87) (66) 
Skimmilk 2 o9'+3 -45o625 47o485 l9 o204 
(Protein) (127) (1513) (1577) (638) 
Butter -10 644 
(Milk fat) (1307) 
NDl·l -4 o250 
(Protein) (1577) 
Whey 
- 27 o009 -17o765 - 17 o96l -19 o970 -27ol02 27 ol9h 
(Milk fat) (97) (66) (107) (129) (97) (95) 
(Protein) (224) (118} (179) (19'+) (224} (227) 
Whey cream 
- 379.6 J oJ20 
(Hilk fat} (95) (8'30) 
(Protein) (2. 3) (22) 
Whey skirt - 26 0816 37o7()8 25 0 924 
(Protein) (224) (315) (217) 
Whey butter 
-lo009 
(Milk fat) (807) 
Whey powder -2o500 
(Protein} (Jl5) 
Blend powder -3.438 
(Protein} (854) 
Protein/ 
milk fat . 914 . 691 . 914 1,111 .914 
F. D. f1 , . 514 ,603 • 510 .455 . 514 
% Protein 12.6 J?.l 24.8 
"' 1-' 
Table 2~ . Model D (3 . 50% milk fat and ) . 32~ or otein) shows the flow of whole milk , mi l k f at , 
a nd protein thro~h the cheese plant. Inouts to the activities are positive a nd 
outputs are negative . 
Cheddar High fat 11onterey Swiss Aged Whey i<hey Whey Mtlk Blend 
cheese Cheddar cheese cheese Cheddar seoarate butter powder sel?2:!:ate Butter SI:W Eowder 
Milk 30 , 000 19, 315 20 , 000 18,700 30,000 50 ,000 
(Milk fat) (1050) (676) (700) (655) (1050) (1750) 
(Protein) (996) (641) (664) (621) (9QS) (166o) 
Cheese - ) , 043 - 2, )24 - 2 , 072 -l ,8R3 -2 . ~13 
{1-!i l k f at) (953) (874) (598) (522) (953) 
(Protein) (76?.) (498) (473) (530) (762) 
S>~ect cream 685 
-4 , 375 3 . 320 (t·lilk fat) (274) (1750) (1328) 
(Protein) (14 ,1 ) (90) (69) 
Skimmilk ) , 100 - 45,625 47,485 19 ,204 
(Protein) (107) (1570) (16)4) (661) 
Butter - 1 ,644 
(Hilk fat) (1307) 
NDM -4,250 
(Protein) (16)4) 
Whey -26 , 957 -17 ,677 - 17 , 925 - 20 ,199 - 27 , 052 27 , 1 , 
(11ilk fat) (97) (76) (102) (133) (97) (95) 
(Protein) (2)4) (158) (191) (198) (2)4) (227) 
Whey cream - 379.6 3. 320 
(Milk fat) (95) (830) 
(Protein) (2. 3) (22) 
Whey skim - 26 ,816 37 , 70R 25.924 
(Protein) (224) (315) (217) 
llhey butter -1,009 
(Milk fat) (807) 
Whey oowder -2.500 
(Protein) (315) 
Blend powder - 3.438 
(Protein) (877) 
Protein/ 
milk fat . '1>9 .690 , <jl.9 1 , 111 o4o 
F.D . ll . . 505 . 5°7 . 505 .458 . 505 
% Protein 12, 6 ~.4 2,2.,2 
"' w 
Table 25 . ModelE (3.70% milk fat and J .35% protein) shows the flow of whole milk, milk fat, 
and protein through the cheese plant. Inputs to the activities are positive and 
outnuts are negative , 
Cheddar High fat Monterey Swiss Aged Whey Whey Whey Nilk Blend 
cheese Cheddar cheese cheese Cheddar se~ate butter uowder se~rate Sutter '!Dfl EO~<der 
tti.lk )0,000 19,390 20 , 000 17 ,RJB )0,000 50,000 
( ·!ilk fat) (lllO) (717) (740) (660) (lllO) (lR50) 
(Protein ) (1005) (650) (670) (598) (1005) (1675) 
Cheese - ) , 171 
- 2,352 - 2 ,lJ(> -1, 900 -),0?2 
(Milk fat) (1022) (882) (627) (526) (1022) 
(Protein) (768) (503) (483) (5)6) (768) 
Sweet cream 610 
-4, 625 J, 320 (Nilk fat) (244) (1850) (1)28) 
(Protein) (12 . 7) (96) (69) 
Skinunilk J , 962 -45,375 47,485 19,097 
(Protein) (137) (1579) (1653) (665) 
Butter 
-1, 644 
(N11k fat) (1307) 
NJ)t-1 
-4,250 
(Protein) (16 53) 
Whey - 26 , 829 -17, 648 -17 ,864 -19.900 -26,928 27,196 
(Milk fat) (88) (80) (llJ) (1)4) (88) (95) 
(Protein) (237) (159) (187) (199) (237) (227) 
Whey cream - 379.6 J ,J20 
(t·lil1< fat) (95) (8JO) 
(Protein) (2. '3) (22) 
Whey skim - 26 , R11l 37.708 25.924 
(Protein) (224) (315) (217) 
Whey butter -1,009 









.905 , f;Rq . 905 l.lll . 905 
F.O . M. . 520 . 595 • 523 .451l .520 
% Protein l2. 1l JR.R 25J 
"" 
"' 
Table 26 , Model F (J , ?~ milk fat, ).)5% protein, and standardized with NDM) shows the flow 
of whole milk , milk fat , anrl protein through the cheese plant , I nputs to the 
activities are positive and outputs are ne~ative, 
Cheddar High fat Monterey Swiss Aged Whey Whev Whey Milk Blen~ 
cheese Cheddar cheese cheese Cheddar separate butter 11owder se~ate Butter NDN Eowder 
Milk 29, 873 19,390 19, 915 21 , 383 29 ,873 50,000 (iii lk fat) (1105) (717) (737) (791) (1105) (1850) 
(Protein) (1001) (650) (667) (716) (1001) (1675) 
Cheese 
- 3. 227 - 2 . 352 - 2 , 178 - 2 , 232 - 3, 126 
(Milk fat ) (1017) (882) (624) f6J6) (1017) (Protein) (801) (503) (505 ) 656) (801) 
Sweet cream 610 
-4 ,625 3. 320 (Milk fat) (244 ) (1850) (1328) (Protein) (12 . 7) (96) (69) 
Skim milk 
- 45 , 375 47,485 19 ,007 (Protein) (1575) (1653) (665) 
Butter 
-1. 644 
(!-:ilk fat) (lJ07) 
ND~I 127 84 . 7 417.2 127 
-4,250 
(Protein) (40) (3J) (162) (4q) (1653) 
Whey 
-26 ,773 -17 ,648 - 17, 823 - 19.568 - 26 ,874 27,196 
(Milk fat ) (89) (80) (llJ) (155) (89) (95) 
(Protein) (24Q) (159) (195 ) (222 ) (240) (227) 
Whey cream 
- 379.6 J,320 
(Mi l k fat ) (95) (830) 
(Protein) (2.3 ) (22) 
Whey ski m - 26 ,816 37 . 708 25 .924 (Protein) (224 ) (315) (217) 
Whey butter 
-1,009 








milk fat , Q50 , 689 . 950 1, 111 .950 
F.D. ~1 . .508 . 595 . 502 .472 .soB 
% Protein 12,6 :)A,Il 22,1\ 
"' "' 
Table 27. Model G (3 . 70% milk fat , 3.35% protein, and standardized with skimmilk) shows the 
flow of whole milk , milk fat , and protein through the cheese plant . Inputs to the 
~ctivities are positive and outputs are negative. 
Cheddar High fat Monterey Swiss lilk Blend 
cheese Cheddar cheese cheese owder 
Nilk 2 • 2 19.390 19, 095 17 . 2 • 2 
(Nilk fat) (1060) (717) (707) (660) (lo60) 
(Protein) (<;t>o) (650) (640) (59fl) (960) 
Cheese -3 , 077 - 2 . 352 - 2 ,088 - 1 , 900 - 2 , 981 
(t-!ilk fat) (<t>5) (882) (598) (5211) (965) 
(Protein) (770) (503) (484) (536) (770) 
Sweet crea'l\ 610 -~~ ,625 3 . 320 
('rilk fat) (244) (1850) (1328) 
(Protein) (12.7) (96 ) (69) 
SkiJ!UIIilk 1,358 905 .4 3 . <;i>2 1 , 358 -45 .375 47 ,485 19 , 097 
(Protein) (47) (32) (137) (47) (1579) (1653) (665) 
Butter -1,644 
(Milk fat) (1307) 
liD!-l - 4 , 250 
(Protein) (1653) 
\oihey - 26. 923 -17 ,648 -17. 912 -19 , 900 - 27 ,019 27 , 196 
(!!ilk fat) (95 ) (So) (108) (1)4 ) (95) (95) 
(Protein ) (237) (159) (187) (199) (237) (227) 
Whey crean -379 .6 3. 320 
(llilk fat) (95) ('l30) 
(Protein) (2 . 3) (22) 
Whey skim - 26 ,816 37 . 708 25, 92lf 
(Protein ) (224) (315) (217) 
\fuey butter -1, 009 
(tlilk fat ) (807) 
Whey powder - 2.500 
(Protein) (315) 
Blend powder -J,4J'l 
(Protein) (881) 
l'rotein/ 
nilk fat • 0 50 . Ml9 . 950 1, 111 . 950 
F. D. i; . . 5()(. . 595 . 503 .45'l . 5o6 
% l'rotein 12. 6 ~ll . 'l 2,2.6 -o 
-o 
